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University To Institute
Registration Changes
by Richard Swietek
News Editor
Undergraduate students will be signing up for
courses on a one semester basis this spring, as the
university changes its program for registration.
In the spring, students will register for Fall courses
only. Also, the core and elective phases of registration will be combined to cut down on the amount of
time it takes to sign up.
Previously, undergraduates were required to spend
one day choosing courses in their major and another
two days in the Oak Room selecting subjects as electives and to fulfill core requirements.
"Both of these changes should make the registration process much more efficient and less hectic for
all Involved," commented Robert C. Russo, University
Registrar.
Russo developed the idea after talking with
students and reviewing the registration programs of
other colleges and universities. He then asked the
deans of the three undergraduate schools to appoint
students and faculty to a committee which would
make a final decision regarding the feasibility of the
program.
Faculty sitting on the committee Included Ms.
Kathy Lavery from the School of Nursing, Dr. R. Keith
Martin and Dr. Gerald Cavalio from the School of
Business, and Rev. Vincent M. Burns, S.J., Dr. Arthur
Anderson and Dr. Vincent Rosivach from the School
of Arts and Sciences.

Students chosen to be on the committee were
Anne Simmington ("82), Mary Ellen Rose ('83) and
Margaret Ferguson ('83).
The group met last semester to review the proposal. The committee was used mainly as a sounding
board by the registrar.
In response to the proposal Dr. Rosivach stated,
"The way it has been going on is unsatisfactory. The
old system took a great deal of time."
Russo hopes the new plan will aid registration by
cutting down on the number of course changes requested by students and preventing teachers from
planning too far in the future.
Under the old system, faculty were required to project courses they would offer a year and a half in advance. Some of these subjects would then have to be
dropped due to sabbaticals or other scheduling problems.
Students also had difficulties trying to arrange internships. As Russo stated, "More and more
students are getting internships and can't firm up
their plans until the end of the year. This will give
them room to allow for that."
Russo indicated that the program will also give
students the opportunity to change a course they are
unhappy with. He added that, "Students will still have
the option to sign up for a full year course if they
want to avoid registering twice.
Course booklets will be available during the second week of March and will contain greater details
concerning registration.

Pipe Leak Results
In Major Water Loss
by Dave Scott
Staff Writer
Thousands of gallons of water
were lost the weekend of February
13 due to a leak in a water pipe
running between Canlsius and
Gonzaga.
Mr. John Dunigan of maintenance explained that the break,
which took three days to repair,
had occurred due to, "the pressure exerted by the ice build up,
causing the ground to freeze down
to 30 inches."
This particular pipe supplies
four buildings on campus: Canisius, Faculty Office Building, Bellarmine Hall and the Campus Center. The leak caused only a slight
reduction in water pressure until

the actual fixing of the pipe had
occurred during a total shut-off.
The reason for the amount of time
it took in order to repair the pipe
was because, "we had to explore
through the ground to determine
exactly where the pipe had been
broken," stated Dunigan.

The combined efforts of the university maintenance, a local
plumbing company, and a general
contractor had been called upon
to work on the 25 year old pipeline.
Mr. Dunigan felt that there was no
need to replace the pipe, but future plans have been made to add

In Saturday's game against lona College, Pete DeBisschop goes up strong
for two points In a crowd of defenders. The Stags suffered an emotional five
overtime loss at the hands of the Gaeles, 102-101. See story page 16.
[Photo by Chris Haggerty]

a shut off valve during the summer. This valve, Mr. Dunigan explained would Isolate the leak and
its effect on the rest of the campus would be lessened.
Mr. Dunigan had no official estimates of cost and total water loss.
The biggest concern of mainte-

nance officials had been for the
Seller's food service who depend
upon water for their entire refrigeration system.
Other than obvious damage to
the landscape surrounding the
worksite no major damage had
been Incurred by the water.

Campus Deli

State Tax Debt Uncertain
by Michael Cummings
Staff Writer
The Fairfield University studentrun deli has taken several important steps during the past months
to resolve its financial difficulties.

The deli has been working with the
State of Connecticut in an effort
to determine just how much money
the deli owes in back taxes, if it is
resolved that they owe any money
at all.

The Deli has been operating without a loss for the first time according to Jerry Coiley, Deli President. New services
were initiated in an attempt to increase the Deli's capital.
[Photo by Ellen Martucci]

Deli president Jerry Coiley, a
senior, has stated that for the first
time, the deli has been operating
without a loss. Coiley is not yet
sure if the deli will be forced to repay the entire sum of $9,000 that
they originally figured that they
owed, or whether the efforts to
diminish that amount will be successful. "We've received a new
sales tax number," he comments,
"but we will not know until March
whether we will have to pay or
what amount we will have to pay."
The original tax problem arose
after the first semester of the
deli's operation. For no apparent
reason, to either the deli or the
state, the deli was classified as
bankrupt by the state. Since that
time the deli has been running, unknown to them, "illegally." Last
semester, deli employees and faculty consultant, T.J. Fitzpatrick, a
professor of accounting, determined that the deli owed back
sales taxes to the state.
Meanwhile, the deli has undertaken several measures to resolve
its problems. Coiley has applied
for tax-exemption status from the
state. Also, he has petitioned for a
refund of all the Social Security
and other federal taxes that the
deli has paid out of its revenues
for its employees.
In an effort to increase its capital, the deli has introduced what
Coiley calls an "experimental

delivery service." Under the direction of Stephen Sullivan, a sophomore history/politics major, the
service is currently bringing 6 foot
heroes into the lounges of the
individual dorms. Operating on a
break-even basis the service has
run into some difficulties such as
complaints regarding the size of
the slices and uncertain delivery
hours. "To compensate we have
increased the size of the slices
and have stabilized our delivery
hours," Sullivan comments.
Coiley would like to inaugurate
a phone-in delivery service but is
hampered by lack of space the deli
has to work with. Citing polls that
the deli has conducted, Coiley figures that "the majority of our customers are from Gonzaga." The
current delivery plan and the future one, are attempts to expand
such business. Both Coiley and
Sullivan urge anyone who has a
suggestion to either drop it in Box
SS or to stop by the deli with it.
The deli delivery system runs
from Monday to Thursday. The
hours at Julie Hall are from 10 to
11 every night. Mondays and Wednesdays the delivery is in Regis,
Campion, and Southeast from 1010:45 and from 11-11:45 in Northwest, Loyola, and Fareast. On
Tuesdays and Thursdays, Northwest, Loyola, and Fareast are serviced from 10-10:45, and Regis,
Campion, and Southeast from 1111:45.
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MIRROR Images: What Lies Beyond Fairfield
Mary-Margaret Walsh/ln-Depth Coordinator

by Mary-Margaret Walsh and Lynn Rockwell/Staff Writer
In deciding to attend a College or a University, students hope that the education
they receive will allow them the opportunity
to get "a good job" in the field of their
choice.
Dr. Stephen L. Weber, Dean of College of
Arts and'Sciences, commenting on the objectives of Fairfield University stated, "The
Jesuit tradition of education is to give students an opportunity to enrich their lives,
this often includes presenting career opportunities that would not have been open."
Dean Weber believes that "one of the
strengths of a liberal arts curriculum is a
broad, general preparation for a variety of
life experiences." Dean Weber pointed out
that Fairfield University, through the core
curriculum and the interaction of the faculty
prepares its students for the outside world
more than they think at the time of
graduation.
«.
Dean Weber also stated that "in recent
years, we have placed 88.7% of our law
school applicants. In addition to this placement there has been a rise of LSAT scores
of 50 points despite a national decrease.
This is an important statistic, Dean Weber

"the Jesuit tradition of
education is to give students an opportunity to
enrich their lives this often
includes presenting career
opportunities that would
not have been open."
stressed, because it shows the value of a
liberal arts education in teaching a person
to think and analyze a problem.
Dean William Schimpf, Vice President of
Student Services, believes that "there is
nothing wrong being educated with a specific career in mind. If that is all you are
interested in Fairfield University is not a
good place for you."
Dean Schimpf stressed that "the best

preparation students can have for the unknown is to work towards the establishment
of a strong sense of values based upon core
courses." Dean Schimpf also believes that
one of the ways Fairfield "prepares its students is by the establishment of a student's
responsibility for their own behavior."
W. Laurence O'Neil, S.J., Director of the
Counseling Center, reported that roughly
90-100% of the students processed by the
Counseling Center land jobs and that 2530% of other students have jobs before
they graduate. Father O'Neil stated that
"one of the most common remarks from re•^—^"^^■.■■^■■■'^^".■■^^"^-•^■^—

'The best preparation students can have for the unknown is to work towards
the establishment of a
strong sense of values
based upon core courses."
cruiters is that Fairfield Students are well
prepared."
Father O'Neil feels that "there are plenty
of opportunities for the Liberal Arts major.
The students have to be flexible. In this
tight economy, many entry level positions
are limited." A Liberal Arts major can go into Realty, Banking, Corporate Sales and
Customers Sales, Management, Insurance,
Non-profit organizations, Social Agencies
and a community service orientated
careers.
Father O'Neil advises the students to examine themselves, as well as options and
alternatives of their careers before their
senior year.
Father O'Neil also advises the students
to avoid the Senior "run" by visiting Mary Jo
Moriaity in their Junior and Sophmore
years.
Dr. James Farnham, Chairman of the
English Department sees that "Fairfield^.
University does prepare people at least for
entry level in good jobs." According to Dr.

Farnham, Fairfield University provides a lot
of opportunity for the development of the
student's values and ideas.
Dr. Farnham, commenting on the preparation of the English major for the "outside"
world stated that "In studying the liberal
arts, the English major possesses good
skills in analysis of ideas, articulation of
ideas, and writing.
Dr. Farnham also stated that the "English
major is a truly relevant and applicable major for the future." The areas for the English
major are the following any one of the communication industry, advertising, public
relations publishing, writing, teaching. The
English major is also a traditional entry for
law and government.
In the department of Religious Studies,
the goals of the department are to "give a
good educational experience to the stu-

"One of the most common
remarks from recruiters.is
that Fairfield students are
well prepared."
dents. We teach people how to be human
beings," according to Father Vincent Burns,
chairman, of the Religidus Studies department.
"Previously, half, of the seniors of
religious majors have gone onjor a masters
degrees in business, English, and many
other fields. Some teach in Catholic
schools or CCD programs.
The major in Religious studies is flexible
and is what Father Burns calls "a rewarding
and a humanizing discipline.".
"Students are preparing for careers"
stated Dean Weber. "However we do not
place a major emphasis on this because the
best preparation for a career is a broad Liberal Arts Education."
In next week's issue will be a continuation of this two-part series for a further examination of Liberal Arts Majors and of
Business School Majors.

Writing Center Makes the Grade
by Lauren Pennisi
News Editor
Positive responses to the Writing Center
were the result of a survey conducted by Dr.
Mariann Regan, Director of the Writing Center. The pilot program which began last
semester depended on favorable reactions
from students and faculty in order to continue during the spring semester.
Dr. Regan surveyed students who used

the Center, and faculty whose students
utilized the Center. One questionnaire was
devised for students and another for faculty.
"This new service is clearly popular and
successful. The statistics demonstrate
widespread use of the Center; student and
faculty evaluations show enthusiastic
responses," stated Dr. Regan.
The total of student visits numbered 241,
which included return vjsits. Along with

Speaker Compares,
Contrasts Philosophers
by Elizabeth Bartus
Staff Writer
Philosophers Hegel and Hobbes were
compared and contrasted by guest speaker
Dr. Richard Spinello before an audience of
twenty-five Thursday during a lecture spon-

sored by the Philosophy department.
Spinello, a lecturer at Boston College and
a student at Weston College, began by contrasting each man's view of the state, "The
state for Hobbes is artificial...its purpose is
to protect the people." However, he added,
"it exists to protect us from one another."
Although Spinello was critical of Hobbes,
he added that he did not reject him. He then
quoted from Hegel, "All the value man
has... he has only through the state."
Spinello then discussed two of Hegel's
books, Natural Law and The System of
Ethical Life. He stated that Natural Law is
"a dense piece of writing.. .just a terrible
piece of work."
The lecture was brought to a close with a
critical discussion of Hegel. According to
Spinello, "Hegel's notion of a universal
state is totally unrealistic." The problem
with Hegel is his "totalitarian tendency."

In a recent philosophy Department lecture,
guest speaker, Dr. Richard Spinello compared and contrasted philosophers Hegel
and Hobbes
[Photo by Chris Haggerty]

Following the lecture, the floor was
opened to audience for questions. Spinello
was asked when he chose to compare Hegel
and Hobbes. Spinello replied that he felt
Hobbes was influential on Hegel's philosophies and that their two nieces were quite
similar.
In conclusion, Spinello stated, "The purpose of education is to help people adjust
to their social class."

undergraduate students, graduate students
from the Schools of Education, Continuing
Education, and Corporate and Political
Communication took advantage of the Writing Center's services.
According to Dr. Regan, students requested assistance with writing assignments in courses ranging from the social
sciences to business. She also commented
that students asked for many different
kinds of advice from the Writing Center consultants. The consultants' expertise was
required to help students with job applications, resumes, graduate school applications, and letters. Questions concerning the
grammatical aspects of writing were asked
less frequently of the consultants by
students.
Commenting further on the results of the
survey, Dr. Regan stated, "The student
questionnaire has drawn many enthusiastically supportive responses. Students would
like the Writing Center not onfy to stay
open, but also to expand its operating
hours." She added that faculty also approved
of the Writing Center and they seemed to
notice an improvement in the quality of
their students' writing.

CROSS SECTIONS
Do you feel that Fairfield
University is preparing
you adequately for the
outside world?
Photos and responses compiled by
Lorraine Crowe and Helen Brickfield

Scott Grasso, Economics, '85
Fairfield is not doing an adequate job
of acclimating its students to the
realities of the business community.
Although college by nature shelters people, college-sponsored programs of
study in the community and abroad
would greatly aid students in an indepth
understanding of the working of business and commerce.

Joan Fontano, Psychology, '83
I feel that we have been adequately
prepared academically and socially for
our future lives. Yet, due to the nature
and size of Fairfield, we have only been
exposed to a small portion of what is to
be our future environment.

Kenny Daniels, Economics, '82
I feel Fairfield U. has a fine academic
program that has made me a competitive
person in the job market and it has given
me a desire to be successful. Fairfield U.
has definitely prepared me for the outside world.

Beginning February 22, the Writing Center will open. Dr. Regan suggests that students call extension 2810 Monday through
Friday during the hours of 8:30 to 4:30 for an
appointment or drop by the Center in the
Faculty Office Building room 111.

The hours for the Writing Center during the spring semester
are:
Monday
11::45 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
7::00 p.m.- 9:00 p.m.
10 :30 a.m.- 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday
7 :00 p.m.- 9:00 p.m.
Wednesday 11 :45 a.m.- 3:30 p.m.
no evening hours
10 :30 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
Thursday
7 :00 p.m.- 9:00 p.m.
9 :30 a.m.- 2:30 p.m.
Friday
no evening hours

Katie King, Engineering, '85
Yes, I think Fairfield University has
developed a core-program which, 4f
taken advantage of by the students, will
give the student not only career skills,
but also a more enlightened view of the
world.
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Save The Children Helps
People Help Themselves
by Elizabeth Kline
Staff Writer
Being a "philanthropic organization," Save the Children club
president Jim Maher describes the
group as a way to "help them help
themselves." Save the Children
promotes awareness on campus
for poverty in the world and raises
money for the organization's" nationwide programs.
The main objective is to sponsor a child. "Last year we sponsored a child through donations,"
recalls Maher. It costs $192 to
sponsor a child. This year "we've
sponsored one child in Arkansas.
Often when you sponsor a child,

Children tries to educate the people In the village and establish
business and long term economic
programs to benefit them. "We
send money for them to designate
what they need it for," says Maher.
Save the Children was a smaller
organization on campus years
ago. When Maher transferred from
Southern Connecticut College
three semesters ago, he "thought
it would be good" to gain full club
status for Save the Children.
Maher worked hard to develop
contacts and he drew up a constitution because "without club
status, we couldn't take any
positive steps." Maher continues,
"Last semester was the first effec-

\

m * W ft
the children
they're overseas. I was surprised
to see one in the United States,"
states the club president.
The money donated to sponsor
a child does not go to the child
alone, but to the community
he/she lives in for revitalization.
Through sponsorships Save the

tive measures we've taken."
Approximately twenty five
members belong to Save the
Children. "I've tried to make it an
organization that will allow itself
to regenerate. I've instituted committees to break down labor for
events. At least in theory, this will

College Bowl Team
Loses At Regionals
by Jill Krusinski
Features Editor
At the Regional College Bowl
competition at the University of
New Hampshire over the weekend,
Fairfield
University
was
represented by the combined intellect of Peter Curtin, David Murphy, Tony Ghecas, and Peter
Costello.
Although the team was
eliminated from competition in
their first two matches, both contests were marked by dramatic
half-time rallies, ending in defeat
by only one question.
The improved performance over
last year can be credited to the
new process of sending the top,
four scorers of Fairfield University's own college bowl tournament.
Aurora Cammarata, the campus
tournament director explained, "In

the past, we didn't do too well,
because we usually sent the winning team, and that isn't necessarily the best college bowl participants."
Aurora noted that "a lot of
teams commented that Fairfield
was a lot more competitive than
they expected."
Team captain, David Murphy
who rode into the regional competion with the philosophy, "the key
to victory is answering the question right," was forced to revise
this strategy when the competion
answered long before the
moderator finished the question.
In conclusion Murphy added,
"The questions were even easier,
but you have to be much quicker.
You always jump the gun. You
realize that if you wait until the
question is finished, you lose."

******"***********

FOOD

DRINK

*

I O'BRIEN'S CAFE
fy
^

1599 Post Road, Fairf ietd • (203) 254-0188

Thurs. Feb. 25

Fri. Feb. 26
Sat. Feb. 27
*

Sun. Feb. 28
Mon. March 1
Tues. March 2
wed. March 3

Tim Reis
$1 bar drinks
Free Hot Hors d'oeuvres
No cover
Happy Hour All Night
Free Hot Hors d'oeuvres
Music by Fox Fire
No Cover
Happy Hour All Night
Bottle Buds $1
2 for 1 on bar drinks
Ladies Night
Ladies Buy 1 Drink
Get 2nd Drink for 5C

*
*
*
*******************

keep the group together," states
Maher.
Since the club's focus is off
campus centering on other parts
of the world, "It's hard to have an
organization geared to what this is
geared to. It's indirect and intangible. People join because they
believe in the cause," explains
Maher. The club president
describes Save the Children as
"operating on a limited scop.e."
"Just having it as a charity
wouldn't go over," so Maher has
developed Save the Children into a
"social-cultural program." Activities attract people who want to
get involved, but Maher notes one
obstacle, "With the budget we
have, we can't operate beyond the
scope of small parties, films, and
lectures." Maher also feels, "It's
hard for small clubs to compete
with the large clubs on campus."
During the fall semester, "We
screened 'The Graduate' in Gonzaga Auditorium. That was very
successful. It was easy to make
money on because it had appeal."
Maher adds that, "We sponsored a
lecture by the director from the
Somalia Relief Program and the
Director of Volunteer Activities
from Save the Children in
Westport." The University's Club
is an extension of Save the
Children in Westport. These two
lectures were primarily to provide
information and not considered
fundraisers.
So far this semester, "We've
already shown 'Dr. Strangelove'
which was co-sponsored with the
Film Society." Other fundraising
activities include raffles for free
dinners to restaurants in Fairfield.
The club will be selling candy this
semester to increase their funds.
Including fundraisers and sponsorships from five or six other
campus organizations, Maher
states, "We ended up generating
about $1500," last semester. "I
hope to come close to that for this
semester," predicts Maher.
Maher's optimism shows when
he says, "Considering how new it
is, everything's going well. I think
it has a good future."
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Upcoming Events
TODAY, Thursday, February 25,1982: Father McGrath is lecturing
at a collequim entitled "Psychology in the Business World" at 4
p.m. in Bannow Third Floor Faculty Lounge. Refreshments will
be served.
Fairfield University Playhouse presents the "Diveners" tonight
at 8 p.m. through Feb 27, 1982. Tom Zingarelli is director.
Fairfield University Marketing Club Meeting. Speaker: Peter J.
Fearson, President of Kronenbourg U.S.A. at 3:30 p.m. in the
Faculty Dining Room. Refreshments will be served.
Saturday, February 27,1982: American Studies presents the first
part of "The Godfather" staring Marlon Brando and Al Pacino at
2:00 p.m. in C-18. Admission is free.
S.E.C. presents a Comedy/Mime Night in the Oak Room. Enjoy
the talents of Tim Settimi and special guest. Beer and snacks
Monday, March 1,1982: A MIRROR Meeting will be held in Bannow
Third Floor Lounge at 7:30 p.m.
The Latin American Carribean Studies Program will show an
exhibit of photos recently taken in Nicaragua. March 1, in F.O.B.
231,12:40-4:30, March 2, in F.O.B. 331,1-3:00, March 3, in F.O.B.
331, 12:40-3:30.
Tuesday, March 2, 1982: Fairfield University Young Democrats
|
presents the former Presidential candidate George McGovern
on "Reagan and the Liberal Alternate" in the Oak Room at 8
p.m. General Admission is $4, Students, $2.
The movie "Thank God and the Revolution," a film about Central America, will be shown in Gonzaga Auditorium at 3:30 and
6:30 sponsored by the Latin American Carribean Studies.
Wednesday, March 3, 1982: The movie "The Letter That Never
Was" will be shown free of charge in Gonzaga at 7:30 p.m.
3uc OBDIOOIP OB aiaaooiooiDOiooroum oinnia annin niDnioannioDionin oicfc

BOOS

CHEERS

Boo of the year...although a little early...deservedly goes to the
little person with the big ego who
needed to "prove" himself by
destroying
a
Gonzaga 3
toilet...hope the
sprayed
all over you! Why don't you own
up to the damages and earn back a
little of the respect you so overwhelmingly lost. Boos to the Campion fire alarms again...the only
note of virtue they have is that
they keep this column full of copy!
Boos to the teams who set the
thermostats in the dorms with fixed heating...the "hot house"
rooms aren't fit for human habitation...nor are they suited to the
energy crisis we are supposed to
be responding to!

Cheers to Aurora Commarata
for supporting a team to the
regional College Bowl-competition
at UNH last weekend...Cheers to
"The Dean" for going up to UNH
and coming close...getting us on
the board is what counts!...Cheers
to Bob Breen, one of 5 state-wide
Conn. Circuit Poets who gave us
an intriguing reading last
week...when does the first volume
get published?...Cheers to the
Ramones
who
let
us
P.O.B.B.-that's Punk Out Beyond
Belief!...Cheers to Stag-her Inn
Jazz...the combination of S.E.C.
support and Stag-her Inn atmosphere should bring the swing
back in!

'Highroad To Adventure'
WASHINGTON-There's a trip to satisfy every taste
and pocketbook and age in the new 1982 "Highroad
to Adventure" brochure published by American
Youth Hostels, Inc. The "Highroad," a passport to
adventure which is available free from AYH national
headquarters, describes a wide variety of creative,
low-cost organized trips and tours throughout North
America, Europe, Africa, China, Israel and Australia.
"Highroad" tours range in length from 3 to 46 days
and cost as little as $96.
Of special interest this year are man/of the new
trips to various parts of the United States and the
world. One of these, the 14-day "Spectacutour" is
designed for adventurous souls who will sailplane,
ride in balloons, rock climb, white-water raft, hike,
horsepack, ride aerial tranways and jeepride in the
spectacular Colorado Rockies. The price is $1095
which also includes transportation, meals, lodging,
tour guide and insurance.
In addition to mini-bus tours there are trips for the
cycling enthusiasts such as the 14-day "Salty Dog"
trip for just $390. This easy cycling tour is designed
for the novice and intermediate cyclist who enjoys

BUI)

the sun, sea and sands of Cape Cod, Martha's
Vineyard and Nantucket. There are 12 departure
dates for youth and adult groups leaving throughout
the summer months. Besides "Salty Dog" there are
25 other cycling tours throughout the United States
and Canada.
For those who want to travel abroad, American
Youth Hostels sponsors a number of trips that will
explore the back roads and enchanting cities of the
British Isles and the Continent.
There is one element every trip in the 1982
"Highroad to Adventure" has in common and that is
hosteling with over 5000 hostels presently in operation in 50 countries. Hosteling is sharing a travel and
living experience with others and brings people from
all over the world together in unique, low-cost accommodations ranging from cabins to castles, ships to
lodges, hotels to lighthouses.
The 1982 "Highroad to Adventure" is available free
by writing to American Youth Hostels, Inc., Travel
Department, National Administrative Offices, 1332
"I" Street, N.W., Suite 800, Washington, D.C., 20005,
or by calling, tollfree, 800-424-9426.

• £H

714 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD, CT

DELlI

' (203> 254-0748

COLD BEER & ICE • KEGS AVAILABLE • UEXL BARBECQUE CHICKEN & RIBS, ICQ]
COLD CUTS • PARTY PLATTERS • HOT & COLD SANDWICHES • SODA • COFFEE • ITALIAN SPECIALS!

1

*10% OFF ALL BUDWEISER,
MICHEL0B, BUSCH, KEGS
/2 KEGS ONLY WITH THIS COUPON AND FU ID
Call In Orders Welcomed
HOURS: 6:30-8 M-F • 7:30-8 Sat. • 8-4 Sun.
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Features
Pencilled Portrait

FROM UNDER THE ANTLERS.
THE STAG!
by Linda King
Staff Writer
A mascot is defined by Oxford
dictionary as "a person or thing
supposed to bring luck,." Well,
Fairfield's own mascot brings
much more to the basketball court
in the world of Stagmania.
Whether he's running up and
down the bleachers, playing the
pep band's trumpet, or butting

"The Stag is a lady's man,
vain, and has lack of regard
for rules and regulations. I've
got my stage and my cues,
those being the time-outs in
the game."
heads with a Fordham Ram, the
Stag keeps the spirit going.
Asked why he ever got into the
mascot business, the Stag, who
wishes to keep his anonymity,
replied, "Freshman year I went to
several games and saw the Stag
on the floor just standing around,
occasionally clapping his hands. I
said I could do better."
The next season he had a
chance to prove it when he tried

A PLACE
by P. McGinty
Features Editor
Let's face it. You can't beat the
economic maxim that a college
student falls into one of two
pools—the "haves" and the "have
nots."

out for the Stag position, and got
it. "To raise my energy level I
drank lots of coffee. As soon as I
put the head on, something happened. There's something about
being in costume. I just go nuts.
Nobody knows who you are;
you're in complete and total
privacy, but at the same time,
there's no privacy since I'm out
there in front of a crowd."
On the difference between
himself and his 'alter-ego,' the
Stag commented, "It's definitely a
Dr. Jeckyl and Mr. Hyde transformation. I'm not a loud and
talkative person. I usually keep a
low profile, don't like the spotlight
on me, and don't like making a

"As soon as I put the head
on, something happened.
There's something about being in costume. I just go nuts."
spectacle of myself. But the Stag
does."
Fairfield's mascot also discussed the way he interprets his role as
the Stag, "I view myself from the
point of view of an actor. I've got a
character and role nothing like my

I NfEV£R
KNEW

mPLE

But don't let the "haves" fool
you. They have no more-than you
or I.

THIS!

Yet there's a more fundamental
issue at stake here. It is that of the
"wills" and the "will nots." This
economic ideology holds that although many students can afford
an excursion to the sun belt, some
will simply opt not to go in favor of
more important interests.

[Photo by Mario Francalangia]
Superfan and the A.S.S. in no way
"cramp my style. The A.S.S. is
great. Student support has picked
up 100 percent over last year." He
added that, "Superfan gives me
someone to goof around with out
there. He complements me very
well because he can lead cheers

since, as the Stag, I can't speak."
Finally, the Stag expressed a little sadness over the end of the
basketball season which also
ends his last year to romp about
Alumni Hall as Fairfield's mascot.
"For me," he concluded, "it's like
a creative expression."

Sees and the
Si le Student

This grim truth is never more
evident than here in the northeast
when snow piles begin to melt
down and mud puddles form pig
slops. Now is the time for Lauderdale Beaches and Hawaii sunsets
to fill the panorama of the escapist mind.

Their secret is in hoarding. They
know the recipe for a
springtime splurge is packing
away every nickel and dime in coffee tins that tuck firmly beneath
the bedroom mattress. Or the
hoarding fetish might also include
short periods of starvation and
prohibition in order to stash away
enough for that last payment to
the travel agent.

own personality. The Stag is a
lady's man, vain, and has a lack of
regard for rules and regulations.
I've got my stage and my cues,
those being the time-outs in the
game."
Any problems being the Stag?
"I get pretty sick of hearing deer
hunter jokes. Someone inevitably
will yell out something about it being deer hunting season."
Away games can present problems at times. "The Stag is a
symbol of Fairfield spirit so he is
the first to be attacked by opposing team fans."
In his three years as the Stag,
the worst incident occured in a recent lona game, where the head
was taken off by an overzealous
fraternity member. The result was
broken antlers and a rush repair
job with lona footing the bill.
"Actually the biggest problem
is vision. The eyes in the Stag
head are screens with two small
holes for nostrils. It's like tunnel
vision. I can't see anything with
both eyes; each works independently. Sometimes I get double vision after taking the head off."
The Stag made it clear that
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AN'T THOUGHT SCORING A

Some workaholics, for instance,
value the Protestant work ethic so
highly that a week of fun and sun
would be downright "sinful," and
therefore repulsive.
Then there are the modern-day
Puritans who dismiss the college
week jaunt as a corruption of frugality and temperance.
Let's make no mistake about it.
There's a lot more behind those
bronze tans than green cash.
Oh... by the way, I think I hear
yelling on Fairfield Beach...something about "surf's up?"

HIRAM WALKER TRIPLE SEC
For a free recipe booklet, write Hiram Walker Cordials. EO. Box 2235. Farmington Hills. Mich. 48018 c 1982 Triple Sec Liqueur. 60 proof. Hiram Walker 8 Sons. Inc.. San Francisco. Calif.
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RISKING LIFE AND LIMB
FOR THE RAMONES
by Scott Grasso
Staff Writer
Crazy persons. Fairfield is a
bunch of crazy persons. Somewhere on campus are 750 closet
lunatics who go completely O.O.C.
(out of control) at the least provocation. And this is no idle hearsay. I witnessed this moi-meme~
The place: Campus Center.
The time: 10:55 a.m.
The day: it doesn't matter.
Subject: Ramones tickets.
Meet mild-mannered Scott
Grasso casually sauntering into
the Campus Center intending to
easily pocket two tickets to some
group that's supposed to be great.
Much to his surprise, there is a
great writhing mass of people
tensely awaiting some as yet unforeseen object. "Is this the line
for the Ramones?," I asked mildly.
"Well it ain't no line for Seiler's,"
came the terse reply.
Mildly amused, I deposited
myself in a long line and started
my vigil. At 11:00 we were informed that tickets wouldn't go on sale
unTil 11:30. "Great, I thought.

Dr. Combes assists Kate Thomas and Mary Clare Schlber, two of his 198
biology students.
[Photo by Vinny DeAngelis]

Living on the Slide
by Laurel Binford
Staff Writer
For five seniors here at Fairfield
University, Biology 198 is currently a very, important part of their
lives. Mary Clare Schiber, Ted
Schimolar, Maureen O'Donnell,
Kevin O'Driscoll, and Kate Thomas
are all studying research techniques under the guidance of biology professor, Dr. Combes.
Using marine water samples
and laboratory samples, the students are comparing the traditional way of making direct bacterial counts with a new method of
determining the amount of bacteria in a water sample. Traditionally, direct bacteria counting has
been done by smearing samples
on slides and looking at them
under ordinary microscopes.
The counts have not, however,
always been accurate when this
method has been used. Acclaimed
to be much more accurate, however, is a technique that uses a
fluoroscopic microscope to examine the slides rather than an ordinary microscope. Using this
method is helpful in allowing the
researcher to be more accurate in
his counting.
While working busily in the biology lab on the second floor of Bannow, senior Mary Clare Schiber
said, "Because all five of us are

amount of time in line already, I
"Most people will get bored and
decided to stick it out.
leave."
How naive I was. As the half V_J_saw one short girl's face perhour crawled by, people became a manently altered by the coming
together of two tall mens'
tad touchy. What had earlier been
a loose confederation of people shoulders. I saw close friends
reduced to screaming yahoos over
became a pensive herd of potenthe chance to see a group of old
tially stampeding cattle.
Then F.U.S.A. representatives teeny-boppers. I witnessed two
decided to amble up with the elderly cleaning ladies trampled
tickets. Mass hysteria. I was con- en route across the floor. "Too
vinced that my life was soon to be, much," I cried. "Give me air," I
screamed.
forfeited. I swear, some people
So I tried to get out-no easy
would have sold their younger
sisters into slave labor for just one chore, I might add. The second I
ticket. Caught up in the excite- moved another body was sucked
into my place in a marvelous
ment of the moment, I too began
to push eagerly forward in the display of the vacuum principle.
In retrospect, I wonder if it was
hopes of securing a ticket.
One hour later, I was not as all worth it. I must admit I was suramused. I had spent a con- prised at the fervor that the
Ramones created. I never thought
siderable duration of the time
preps got" into punk. As for me,
suspended about 21/2 inches off
the floor. Any onlooker would have I'm glad I escaped.with my life. As
howled at the sight of my legs it turned out, I enjoyed a quiet
moving in a vain attempt at self- evening of Canasta with a friend.
propulsion while pinned above the But, I did learn a valuable lesson in
floor. Being mildly claustrophobic, mob psychology—try not to be a
the thought of being stuck in a part of it. I won't ever do that
mob did not appeal to me. But, again! Of course, had the concert
having spent a considerable been J. Geils

pggflNg!)}

planning to go on to graduate
school to study microbiology, the
firsthand knowledge of research
techniques that we're learning in
this course will be a big help when
we do lab work in graduate school.
"The other thing that's really great
is that we don't just learn something in a class and then spit it
back on a test. Instead, we apply
what we've learned to our work
right here in the lab. We spend six
to eight hours a week working

"The firsthand
knowledge of
research techniques
that we're learning
in this course will
be a big help when
we do lab work in
graduate school."

We6MAN

L
of the lab is to have the students
complete the projects themselves.
At the end of the semester, the
students will turn in a paper
explaining the results of their
research.
In operation for almost a year
now, the course has been very
successful. The students participating in the course are doing so
because they want to. Dr. Combes
feels that "They couldn't be a better group of students. They're
enthusiastic, and they're an excellent group of kids."

here in the lab, we earn three
credits, and we're gaining practical experience that will help us a
lot later on. I'm really enthused
about the whole project."
Also enthused about the project
is Dr. Combes, who is there to help
his students in whatever way he
can. His supervision, however, is
not very strict. The whole purpose

RESCUE RECIPE

The problem with some salads is that they are reduced to a
wilting melting mess seconds after you toss them in an oil dressing. Just make sure you add the oil in at the last minute, and you
will have crispy greens plus a french type of dressing.
Spring Salad
1 small garlic clove
Salad greens
3 tablespoons dry mustard
Tomato wedges
VA teaspoon salt
1 hard-cooked egg, chopped
fresh ground pepper
V* cup chilled safflower oil
1
/2 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
Crush the garlic clove into a large salad bowl. Add lemon juice,
mustard, salt, pepper and Worcester sauce, mix well. Place salad
greens and tomatoes over this dressing...but do not mix.
Cover tightly, and chill until ready to serve. At serving time,
sprinkle the chopped egg over the top. Add the oil and mix lightly.

TOP

I

SELECTIONS
AT BOTTOM OF
THE BARREL
PRICES...

J

PRICES EFFECTIVE FEB. 25th-27th\L^

II
II

IIft

BEER
BLOW OUTS
LABATTALE

12ozcan

GENESEE

12ozcan

STEGMAIER

i2ozbott.

BUDWEISER

12 oz Exports

ALL PRICES PLUS TAX
AND DEP
DEPOSIT WHERE APPLICABLE
AVAND

LIQUOR
|f I
WAREHOUSE BLASTU
WAS

$10.55
5.26
7.96
8.20

I

PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS
750ml
$6.19
JACK DANIELS 90° ur.
SEAGRAMS 7 80° ur.
MAJ0RSKA VODKA
I. 80°1.75Ltr.

ALL SALES
CASH AND CARRY

1.00OFF|

LUCK OF THE ROOMMATE DANCE I

•1.00 OFF CORSAGES, WRISTLETS,
I
BOUQUETS
I

M.00OFF
v .\J\J v/i ■

IF ORDERED BY
FRIDAY, MARCH 5th
I
s
PHONE ORDERS
1.00
rnunc
unucno ACCEPTED
m>i>cncu
i •*/*/ OFF]
v^ ■ i i

NOW

HIRAM WALKER 60°
CASE

s

js1.00OFF

~k ao
54.98

12.35
8.50

9.99
6.69

9.29

7.29

I

STORE HOURS 9:30 AM-8 PM I
MON.-SAT.
SA
mm —• .^B

CARNATION BOUTONNIERE
ROSE BOUTONNIERE

'

M.C.

s
1.00
s

2.75

WHERE ELEGANCE COSTS NO MORE
Come and see our plants and arrangements.

Greenfield Hill Shopping Center, Fairfield 254-1163
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
VISA
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Through the eye of an ARtist
Lucia M. Mercurio, page coordinator
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Ebb Tide
Huddled, the ragged body ravishes the dock's garbage
Meager of dignity, he greedily savours a fish head
Like a seagull that follows an incoming party boat
they wait, scavenge and try to survive

^w RHM.... Bfe*;*

Upright, the Top-Siddered Sailor embarks from his 36 O'Day
Bored and aired, he glances at the bums on his dock.
He despises these poor who make him uncomfortable.
Guiltless, they are glad of their blessed being.
P&
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Victims of a vacillating visage, they are squelched.
One in poverty of life, the other in poorness of thought.
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Mary-Margaret Walsh

.
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-Love thy neighbor
as thy self. .. "

ooooooo

ooooooo

Two Neighboring Planets
Rain rivets steel corridors;
Hills roll over laughing.
The city: bruised and braless.
The hills: firm and green.
Glass hedges stretch like band-aids;
The hills lie plush with pearl cysts.

Francis Xavier Drapeau

oooooo

(Photos by
Keith Lindenburg)

oooooooo
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FOCUS ON POLITICS
Stan L Prager, Page Coordinator

BIRTH CONTROL
AND THE REAL WORLD

In the name of morality, Pres. Reagan has
recently introduced a measure that is at
odds with reality and common sense. I refer
to the new restriction just imposed upon
birth control counseling centers with regard^
to minors.
The new law requires any center dispensing contraceptive devices to minors to
notify the parents of those minors within a
specified period of time. The implementation of this restriction received widespread
support from Senator Denton and other
fanatical Southern Baptist legislators, while
provoking a storm of criticism from
women's groups and members of Planned
Parenthood.
The rationale for the restrictions goes

by Stan L Prager
something like this: minors must consult
with, and obtain permission of parents in
virtually all facets of adolescent decisionmaking, so it is logical that parents should
have the final word on contraceptive practices.
But is it, in fact, logical? Opponents of
the measure concede that parental consultation would be desirable in an ideal
world, and claim that such consultation has
always been urged by counselors. But to
make it mandatory, they contend, will only
serve to alienate 25%-50% of those currently seeking contraceptive services, out of
fear of parental reaction. It has been
estimated that only a very few will cease to
engage in sexual relations as an alternative.

means of stabilizing population growth,
parents with a rational discussion of birth
control options. For others, unfortunately,
even the mention of this subject could
result in physical or emotional abuse from
an outraged parent. This is because we do
not live in an ideal world. For these girls, the
counseling centers were frequently the only
sources of reliable information, and safe
and effective contraceptive devices,
available to them. Sadly, this is no longer
the case.
Regardless of our personal views on
teenage sex, as realists we must recognize
that it is a part of our world-ideal or not-and
contraception must be available to those
who engage in this practice. The majority of
college students today probablyhad some
type of sexual experience while still in high
school. To suggest that all these young men
and women could have openly discussed
this potentially explosive, and highly personal experience with their parents is
ludicrous. There is absolutely no evidence
to indicate that this new restriction will
discourage adolescent sexual activity; instead, there are good reasons to expect an
increase in the number of teenage pregnancies.

Some girls, of course, can approach their
keeping welfare rolls down, and reducing
the dependency on abortion.
Then, of course, there is the inherent sexism of this new restriction. After all, the only ones who will suffer from this measure
are teenage girls, not teenage boys. For
males, propylactics have long been
available on an over-the-counter basis. For
females, on the other hand, it is not that
simple: the three most effective, and most
widely used contraceptive methods are only
available by prescription. Also, if a pregnancy should result, it is the girl that suffers
most, on all levels. It is interesting to note
that all the proponents of this restriction
are males. As women need not be reminded,
males have b,een in control of female sexuality for centuries. It seems as if some men
still want to have a say in this area.

Standing back from the controversy for a
moment, let's examine the plight of the
teenage girl who will be directly affected by
this measure. Her dilemma is obvious. If her
parents are not the understanding kind, she
has only two options: either abstain from
sexual relations, or continue to engage in
them and risk pregnancy. For those of us
with our feet planted firmly on the earth,
who are capable of understanding the contradictions of our less-than-ideal world, the
girl's choice is somewhat predictable. Also
predictable, and quite sad, is the decision
she will have to face some months hence
when her resultant pregnancy becomes obvious. This much more difficult decision,
that of childbirth or abortion, will be the
result of Senator Denton's misguided
measure.

RESTRICTED
pe*-mtss*ow w pSrteKt
or adul t Guardian.

I am unable to understand the logic—if it is
logic-that guides Senator Denton, Pres.
Reagan and others who would seek to impose their own version of morality upon us.
These men are all outspoken opponents of
abortion, and yet they have sponsored a
measure that will undoubtedly lead to more
unwanted pregnancies, and correlatively,
more abortions. All the available research
suggests that birth control should be encouraged, rather than discouraged, as a

THE KEY TO PEACE IN THE MIDEAST
Recent Israeli uproar over Defense Sec.
Casper Weinberger's supposed promise to.
help moderate Arab nations make inroads
towards creating a rough military parity with
Israel raises some interesting questions as
to just who is determining U.S. policy,
According to Menachem Begin, our
government has a duty to supply Israel with
a carte blanche regarding any or all military
hardware they take a fancy to, as well as turning our heads from any violation of the
Camp David accords and other recognized
agreements which have been designed to
lessen tension in that area.
In return, America is supposed to refrain
from making any gestures of friendship
towards Israel's neighbors in the region.
The most insidious aspect of the whole
situation is that through its unqualified support of Israeli's procedures, the U.S. government has concurred with Israel's assertion

by Tim Casey
that the displaced Palestinian people do not
possess any right to self-determination in
their own homeland.
According to the Camp David agreements, Israel is supposed to gradually grant
the Palestinians on the West Bank a system
of autonomous government. Yet, autonomy
is a misnomer in this situation. The
autonomy Israel envisions for Palestinians
over the occupied territories would limit any
Palestinian self-government to management of schools and clinics. Israel also
demands preferential water rights. Begin
also insists tbat tfre tOQjOOO Palestinian
residents of aonexeo; East Jerusalem will be
given ho right to vote Jn municipal elections.
In the occupied West Bank itself, where
over 650,000 displaced Palestinian refugees
are living in squalid conditions, roughly
30% of the most fertile farmland has been
expropriated from the natives for the purpose of building illegal settlements. These
settlements have proven a source of pride
to Begin and other right-wing fanatics
within Israel, yet there are voices of reason
to be heard. One of them is former Foreign
Mininster Abba Eden, who has stated: "The
settlements squander the nation's
resources at home and its dignity abroad

without the slightest service to any authentic Zionist purpose."
It is not only Arabs who beg to differ with
our unblinking backing of Israeli agression.
In,a statement issued in April of 1980, the
European Economic Community declared
that "the Palestinian people must be placed
in a position to exercise fully their right to
self-determination" and that "the P.L.O. will
have to be associated with any peace settlement." American Jewish leader Rabbi Alex-

ander Schindler concurs: "There will never
be peace until there is reapproachment between Israel and the Palestinians."
As violent as the P.L.O. may be, there is
nothing to be served by Israel's refusal to
negotiate. Neither silence nor military action has been able to silence the group.
There is also no other unified voice to speak
the Palestinian cause. To acknowledge the
true situation does not mean condoning the

P.L.O.'s violence. However, dealing with
third parties will not suffice if Israel truly
wants peace. There must be direct negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians as
well as Israel's recognition of a need for an
independent Palestinian state and an end to
aggression. Until this happens, one must
wonder how much the Israeli government
truly desires peace while their soldiers ride
around in American tanks and planes.

\

NEGLECTING AMERICA'S POOR
by Dennis Cronin
With ail the current commotion over
American involvement in El Salvador and
the seriousness behind America's commitment to the defense of freedom
throughout the world, it seems rather
ironic that several of this nation's great
white leaders have apparently forgotten
the ever depressing reality that in
America many people are still suffering
from the pains of-social, political, and
economic oppression. Once again it
seems that the domestic problems facing our nation will be, ever so casually,
ignored and brushed aside only to be
replaced by the more romantic and simple causes that arise in the international
political arena.
Perhaps the most explicit illustrations
of America's forgetfulness on the
domestic front is the horrible state of the
American black and hispanic com-

munities. Isn't it ironic that the soldiers
who will be fighting against Soviet
Marxist-Lennism in El Salvador will be
the sons of our black and hispanic communities? Doesn't it seem a very bold
contradiction that America can so easily
support the many international freedom
fighters throughout the third world while
at the same time continues to ignore the
many problems which, despite the
beautiful promises written in our constitution, still illustrate the reality of our
own special form of domestic oppression. I ask you why fight in El Salvador
when the war is here at home!
Again, isn't it equally ironic that
America is currently reprimanding the
nations of the world for their abuses in
human rigfrts while, at the same time,
still refusing to acknowledge the inalienable rights of Its own minorities?
Why is it that the rate of black unemploy-

ment is generally twice as great as that
of white America? Why are the majority
of people now serving time in American
jails primarily the sons and daughters of
our black and hispanc communities?
And why are so many blacks and hispanics, fleeing from political and economic
oppression in their own country, being
concentrated in overcrowded, disease
ridden, and poorly equfpped refugee
camps when so many white-European
immigrants are continually allowed entrance to this nation on a very casual
basis? Doesn't it seem very hypocritical
to defend the poor and oppressed
"freedom-starved" peoples of the third
world while, at the same time, continuing to ignore the terrible plight of a large
minority of Americans?
Have we so easily forgotten that,
although there are over thirty million
black and hispanic Americans living in
the United States, for the most part
these people still live in sharply defined
areas in the rural black belt areas and
shanty towns of the South and more and
more in the slums and ghettoes of the
Northern and Western industrial cities?
Apparently, despite the many sacrifices
and false promises made during the sixties, in many ways the state of America's
minority community continues to illustrate that, in the land of freedom and
equal opportunity for all, many people
are still suffering from the oppression of
domestic colonialism.
Dennis Cronin is a Senior History Major and a State Delegate to F U. Young
Democrats.
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Editorials
Save the Children

Altruism Over Avarice
"... to promote the general welfare" is a
major concept of the Preamble to the Constitution and forms one of the underlying
ideals in Save the Children. We must
become aware of the tragedy which poverty
and dehumanization reveal to us by their
very existence.
Fairfield University's own Save the Children has been organized by club president
Jim Maher and epitomizes the actions necessary to respond to the cause of the poor
and desolate.
It costs but $192 per year to-'Sponsor a
child. This cost seems minimal when compared disproportionately to our tuition. If
the monetary contribution is so small compared to the intense rewards that sponsorship can offer then is this a major thrust in
the University Community? At this point,
the answer is developing along positive
trends.
We glower when asked to turn our wallets
over to anything that does not directly benefit ourselves. Altruism is a word which is
commonly confused with avarice. How then,

do we begin to understand a program which
exists solely for other people, who we will
never meet, never see, never speak to.
Save the Children raises money for the
support of children as close to us as Arkansas, as far away as Indonesia. Jim Maher
calls the rewards "indirect and intangible,"
which is understandable. He argues that
"you must believe in the cause," Just as
one might believe in nuclear disarmament,
or energy conservation, you must cleave
yourself to the task of humanitarianism.
The rewards for the individual who can
thus bond himself, are not financial, nor
self-serving. That is why the people who
have come forward to donate their time and
energy are so special. Among the rewards
these people gain is the respect and admiration that we can and should show them.
Save the Children is an organization that
demonstrates pure humanitarianism. We
must learn from these exemplars and work
with the students who have brought such
socio-cultural programs into our ivory
confines.

Which Proposal Was Rejected?
Does anyone really understand what happened with the proposal that would give
academic credit to student leaders?
This editorial is a response to a letter
appearing in this issue. With so much confusion demonstrated on the part of the
Chairman of the Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee in his letter of proposed "explanation," we can only guess how corffused
the student body must be at this point. Of
all those involved one would hope that clarity might have been given by Dr. Orman.
Read his letter of response, and then, if you
seek to balance this confusing situation
read this editorial.
Regarding Item #1: If the reasons were
released to Michael Bentivegna, and I have
no doubt that they were, that is all the better
for him. The students, however, still do not
know the reasons. Telling Michael is not informing the students. Mr. Bentivegna was
not the only person who would be affected
by the proposal. The proposal was for the
students and they have a right to know the
reasons for its rejection. It thus is still...
a mystery.
Regarding Item #4 which claims that he
"will supply anyone with a list of the members of the committee..." and he goes on
to list them. Two Mirror investigative reporters did the front page news story on 2/11/82.
One reporter asked Dr. Orman for the names
of the persons on the committee... he refused. His argument at the time was that
the vote, as well as the committee members
names, should remain anonymous. That
was one of the reasons for the editorial.
Dr. Orman did not vote on the proposal
yet still thought it best to outline his reasons against the proposal, in Item #2. His
final paragraph argues that the "UCC
should (not) give a blanket statement to
guarantee all student leaders the 'right' to
get credit." According to the proposal it
would not be an automatic three or six
credits. Automatic credit for certain student
leadership positions was Michael Bentivegna^s original proposal; and it was generally felt that it would be better if the credits
appealed to only specific situations. Was
this the misrepresentation of the entire
committee or just confusion on behalf of
the Chairman? Each leader views his "responsibilities" in different ways. Just from a
Mirror editorial vote we were equally divided
on whether or not we should receive credit.
Some leaders may not even want credit!

Yet, we still feel that there is not enough accessibility to internships and that not only
are "student leadership" situations different but that they are important enough to
merit a program just for those persons.
Regarding point 3 of Item (2). We have
already detailed Dr. Orman's confusion on
this point. Credit for academic leaders is
not simply compensation for "Mirror people
and FUSA people," but rather might apply
to a deli manager, treasurer of a major club,
or the station manager at WVOF. The short
sightedness in Dr. Orman's letter is not in
the proposal thanks to the foresight of
Michael Bentivegna.
Also regarding this point, academic credit is not a rationalization of the desire for
compensation, but rather, may be considered the true need for the release from work
which is being at least equally satisfied in a
student leadership position.
Regarding Item three: Was the decision
responsibly evaluated when there still
seems to be so much confusion?! We
would pose that not even the UCC properly
understood the proposal if we are to judge
from its Chairman.
Regarding Item four: Thank you for finally
releasing the names of the committee members ... we would hope that you, Dr. Orman,
of all people, would understand and respect
the presses right to information.
Regarding Item 6: We would simply refer
Dr. Orman to unanimous approval that the
University Council gave the proposal and
the encouragement of the Dean's and we
can only wonder how Dr. Orman could dismiss Michael Bentivegna's claim that the
proposal had "much support from the University community," when it was this point
that Dr. Orman felt was the bottom line
question.. .(whether or not Mr. Bentivegna's idea had enough support).
Lastly, academic credit should not be a
matter left to luck and if Dr. Orman could
have his way—we would be giving credit to
the leader who "happens to have a major
that provides internship" and would leave
the other leaders with a solid pat on the
back... It is time that a realistic evaluation
were given to the correct proposal. Dr.
Orman's letter is simply a statement regarding the wrong proposal. Let us hope that the
rest of the UCC looked at the correct proposal and that if they share Dr. Orman's
confusion—that it will once again... "goto
committee."

Letter Policy
The "Letters to the Editor" policy has been developed by the executive board of THE
MIRROR, which is comprised of Carl S. Gustafson, Editor-in-Chief; Tom Callahan, Senior
Readers Forum Editor and Executive Editor; and Pat Reap, Senior Sports Editor and Ex
ecutive Editor.
5. Upon submission, letters become
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
Mirror property.
2. Letters must be less than 500 words
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
and typewritten.
letters. Letters must be free of personal
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m.
attacks, inaccurate factual material,
Friday evening for publication the
and all libel.
following Thursday.
4. Every letter, in order to insure publica- 7. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall
tion must be signed. With Mirror perappear. The Board's decision is final.
mission, author's name may be
withheld.

This is Mawardhiah M.
Kasim. Fairfield University's Save the Children
organization have become
aware of the plight of
children like Mawardhiah ...
and have done something
about it. Have you?

LETTERS

Defending the U.C.C.
To the Editor:
In the lead editorial of Feb. 19, 1982
"Credit for Student Leaders: Truth or Consequences" the following points were
made:
1. The Undergraduate Curriculum Committee "mysteriously" turned down Michael
Bentivegna's proposal for academic
credit for student leaders.
2. Will we ever find out why it was rejected?
3. Who bears the blame for rejection of the
proposal?
4. We do not know who sits qn the committee, those names have yet to be released.
5. There were enough valid reasons for the
proposal's acceptance.
6. Reveal the mystery reasons which rendered a decision that "shocked" most of
the campus.
As Chair of the UCC I feel that I must respond to such an "important" topic that the
Mirror deemed worthy of having the lead
editorial.
Item number one: The UCC did not "mysteriously" turn down the "admirable and
thorough" presentation by Michael Bentivegna. the UCC did turn it down by a clear
majority 10-3 vote that opposed the general
idea of academic credit for student leaders.
The committee decision was promptly communicated to the President of the student
body after the meeting and the President of
FUSA was even invited to stay at the
meeting during debate and the actual vote.
Item number two: The idea for the proposal was rejected by a majority of the committee for many different reasons with each
person who voted against the proposal having their own reasons. I did not vote on this
measure and I can not speak for the entire
committee, but I can give you many reasons
why I would have opposed the idea if I
would have voted. (The Chair of UCC would
have voted only in case of a tie on this particular issue.)
.1. The student leader credit is not comparable to an academic experience.
2. The mechanisms are already in place for
student leaders to approach any intern-

ships that are offered in their particular
major and plead their case to the department chair or the person who runs a particular program why they should be
allowed to get academic credit. Moreover, if their department has independent study, the student leader could
work out an agreement with a faculty
(member of their major, if it related to the
work that they were doing, and write
papers, do readings and take an exam
over their independent study that related
to their student leader experience.
I do not believe that the UCC should
give a blanket statement to guarantee all
student leaders the "right" to get credit.
Internship experiences are still a departmental matter.
3. The proposal is really self-serving for
student leaders. I do not detect any popular grass roots support for this measure
from rank and file students. This is like
Congress voting itself a pay raise. If the
Mirror people and FUSA people want
some kind of compensation for the work
that they do, then do not try to rationalize it and go for "academic credit" but
try to get monetary compensation. There
should be a proposal then for studentsl
to vote on saying (a) The Editor of the
Mirror and the President of FUSA should
have free tuition and room and board
paid for by the rest of the student body. I
would support this measure but I am not
sure that you would be able to get majority support for this from students.
4. Student leaders are compensated in
many other ways... prestige, peer approval and respect. To add "academic
credit" to this list may be going just a bit
too far.
Item three: Who bears the "onus" for
rejection of the proposal? I do not think
there is any "onus." But to answer your
question, the UCC by a majority vote bears
responsibility for rejecting this proposal.
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Diplomacy: The Strongest
Weapon in El Salvador

Defending The UCC
(Cont'd, from page 8)
Item four: The names of the members of
the UCC has yet to be released yet? What?
Come on. Is this Woodward and Bernstein
investigative reporter mentality gone wild! I
will supply anyone with a list of the members of the committee... Professors Slominsky, Carter, Cadden, Tyler, M. Barone,
Sarneski, R. Kelly, Costa, Lynch S.J., Sax,
Buczek, Scully S.J., Kolakowski, Pomarico,
Dykeman, McElaney S.J., Orman, J. McCarthy, Benney, Fay, and Father Christopher
Mooney, S.J. Academic Vice-President.
Item five: You feel that there were enough
valid reason to pass. The UCC felt that there
were enough valid reasons to defeat it. It is
just that Michael Bentivegna's idea dicfnot
have enough support!
Item six: This decision hardly "shocked"
the campus. Again it is no mystery. If the
Mirror would like to conduct a randomn scientific poll of student opinion and ask
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whether the student body favors 6 hours of
pass/fail credit for the FUSA President and
the Editor of the Mirror just for doing their
jobs, I would like to see the results.

by Roy Wells
"There is no mistaking that the decisive
battle for Central America is underway in El
Salvador." This statement, by Assistant
Secretary of State Thomas O. Enders, sums
up the Reagan administration's policy on
Central America in general, and El Salvador
in particular. It is a policy that both condones and condemns violence in the same
breath, and blames Soviet and Cuban intervention for the escalation of that violence. It
disregards the fact that an increase in military aid to the junta will not stablize that
regime, but foster increasing instability,
which will only further escalate the number
of deaths on the left, as well as the right.
The United States claims that the Duarte
Government is committed to political
reforms and free elections. I will not refute
these claims, but they will not succeed
when a person announces his candidacy
one day, and is assassinated the next. Dem-

The point should be made again that it is
possible for a student who happens to have
a major that provides internships or independent study with the approval of the chair
and a faculty member to get academic credit for student leadership experience, provided the student is willing to write, read,
consult and be examined by a faculty member who would then give a student a grade.
I hope this will serve as a response to the
editorial. Thank you for your consideration
and keep up with your "non academic" but
entirely educational experience of putting
out the Mirror.
John Orman
Associate Professor of Politics
Chair, Undergraduate
Curriculum Committee

ocracy cannot succeed when freedom of
speech is brutally suppressed.
It is time for the United States to recognize the Salvadoran rebels as a legitimate
force opposing the Junta. This will enable
the United States to bring all opposing factions to a negotiating table, where a solution can be worked out through diplomatic
means. The sending of helicopters and military advisors will only further separate the
opposing factions, and make it more difficult to arrive at a diplomatic solution.
The United States has the capability for
ending the civil war in El Salvador through
diplomacy. Diplomacy can be a much stronger weapon than helicopters and advisors. If
the "battle for Central America" is taking
place in El Salvador, let the battle take place
at the negotiating table, not in the cities and
villages of that Central American country.
Roy Wells is a Junior Politics Major.

GRADUATION PROBLEMS

NO "IVORY TOWER" SOLUTIONS
To The editor:
I am glad the seniors have decided that
700 graduates can be coordinated so that
the Dean is reading, their names as they
receive their diplomas. {Mirror, February 11,
1982, page 1). We marshals have tried and
failed. I will describe what actually happens
on graduation afternoon; perhaps the seniors have a solution.
Each marshal has charge of about thirtyfive students. We each meet our students at
1:45 p.m.; I find only five. I must start lining
them up right away because we may be asked to join the procession at any time. I line
them up: Allen on the right, Baker on the
left; Lovett on the right, Wells on the left. I

tell them how the seating is arranged and
how to go up the steps and maintain alphabetical order and how to return to their
seats and avoid chaos.
Then two more graduates come in (they
had a drink at lunch and are quite happy
about graduation). I place them in line and
repeat the instructions. (I cannot wait until
all the stragglers arrive because when the
call comes to go, there is no time to do anything but go.) Stragglers keep coming in;
people already in line must constantly shift
to make room.
I stand at the door and try to reestablish
alphabetical order as they leave: Allen on
the right, Baker on the left; now Clark is on

the right, Dell on the left; Lovett on the
right. As the last one leaves, Abbey walks
up and wants to know where he belongs. I
can do nothing as we are going down the
stairs. As we leave Canisius, I put Abbey in
front on the right and move Allen to the left;
everyone else throughout the line must
shift accordingly. Some do; some don't.
We pause briefly, and the line breaks into
little social groups. Four more arrive late
(they were having lunch at the Holiday Inn
and forgot the time). How will I get them in
line where they belong? I pull out my sweatsoaked program and start again: Abbey on
the right, Allen on the left; but I never finish.

WORKING TO CONSERVE

Commuter Alienation
To the Editor:
SATURDAY: I decide to go to the Commuter
Club dance in the Oak Room. I am a commuter and don't know many others. I don't
hang out in the Commuter Lounge. There
are 15-20 people at the dance. The band is
fair.
TUESDAY: I am watching MASH in a friend's
room in a dorm. Two girls enter and ask if
any of us want to go to a floor party Friday
night. The price is $2.00. My two friends decline, but I say I'd like to go and hand them
the money. They take my name and one
glances up at the Room number. I tell her
that I don't live here and that I am a commuter. They return my money and say they
are sorry.
FRIDAY: At 11:00,1 decide to go to the party
anyway. Some of my friends are there.
Three girls man the gateway. The party is on
the ground floor. I say, "What's the best
way to get in this party?" I am asked if my
name is on the list. I say it is not, but that I

am a wonderful human being. They are not
amused.
I decide to stand in the outer hallway in
hopes that they might change their minds. I
wait five minutes. Two students slip one girl
some money and are allowed to enter. They
are from the next dorm over. I say nothing. A
fourth girl appears, and is obviously in
charge. One of the three gatekeepers whispers something to her and I assume I may
be allowed to pay. This new girl asks, "Can I
help you?"
I say, "I'd like to come into the party."
She says, "Would you please leave?" I say,
"I'm not going to sneak in, if that's what
you're worried about. I'd be glad to pay."
She says, "I'm telling you to leave." I ask,
"Why me?" (There are three other waiters in
the outer hallway too.) She says, "Do I have
to call security?" I say, "No."
The message is clear. I drive home.
John Nimock
Class of '83

l

To The Editor:
It was^ certainly refreshing to see the
initiative on the part of Jay Ricci towards
energy conservation at Fairfield University.
Mr. Ricci indicated that the administration did not always actively solicit input
from the University community. This statement was in reference to prior years.
This year, however, I would like to indicate to the University community that there
was a brochure circulated to all members of
the community in mid-September, which
carried a message from Father Kelley; "A
Review of Energy" at Fairfield University;
and a suggestion of "Eight Ways to Effect
Energy Savings."
In the message from Father Kelley, the
suggestion to the University community
was made as follows: "If you have any conservation recommendations, please make
them known to John Dunigan, Director of
Energy Management and Engineering Services. Only by an exchange of ideas and by

Is Politics Page Anti-Reagan?
To the Editor:
After reading "Reagan Silences Hero" in
the Feb. 11 edition of the Mirror concerning
the forced resignation of Adm. Rickover, I
found myself unable to stop from commenting on the absurd manner in which the Mirror continually criticizes the actions of Pres.
Reagan. Why the politics section of the Mirror is called Focus on Politics, I.don't know;
Attack President Reagan would much more
accurately describe this page which constantly ridicules Pres. Reagan. In the past
two editions of the Mirror "every" article in
the politics section has assaulted Pres.
Reagan's policies. '
I am not permitted enough space to comment on every article so I will write about
the one which finally convinced me to comment on the Attack President Reagan page.
The "Reagan Silences Hero" article perfectly shows the extent to which the Mirror will
go to deride the President. There are several
points within the article which I would like
to comment on.
First, you stated that the President discredits all opposition and that in Adm. Rickover's case, "The administration was no
doubt behind the slanders circulated just
prior to his 'retirement,' accusing Rickover
of senility." Actually, the President in no
way needed to add to the apparent evidence
that Adm. Rickover is senile. Several of the
Admiral's actions already vividly show his

inability and lack of awareness. Evidence of
the Admiral's senility can be seen in an article from the N.Y. Times which states, "The
manufacturers of two nuclear submarines
said they went out of control and their
crews were endangered because Adm. Hyman -Rickover, 81 year-old father of the
atomic submarine, failed to give timely
orders when commanding them on test
runs."
Secondly, one must have an awareness of
the presence Adm. Rickover has had in
Washington since he has become head of
the nuclear navy. Adm. Rickover is rarely
held accountable for his actions and he
tends to take advantage of the status he has
acquired. For example, neither he nor his office felt it necessary to comment when the
Electric Boat Company, which builds the
nuclear submarines, accused Adm. Rickover
of operating the submarines in a highly
irregular fashion risking the lives of his
crew. On several other occasions where the
Admiral's actions were considered questionable he could not be reached for comment.
Fortunately, though, U.S. citizens have
voted into office a president with enough
character and intelligence to realize that at
82, Adm. Rickover with his dubious behavior
should no longer hold one of the most crucial military positions. Actually, it is amazing that Adm. Rickover has lasted this long.
Previous spineless presidents, however,

We are squeezing through groups of parents, and my graduates are posing and smiling for photographs. More late graduates
join us and want to know where they belong, but it is too late: we are seating them.
This takes forever; the graduates prefer to
chat with each other. Grandmothers are going to start to faint before the graduation
actually starts.
These are some of the early problems of
graduation: some students are still missing;
some are in the wrong place. Please, no
ivory-tower solutions.
Arthur R. Riel, Jr.
A Graduation Marshal

balked at the idea of firing a man who possessed such influential power. President
Reagan has no such fear. Pres. Reagan
forced Rickover to resign and as was expected Adm. Rickover, seeking revenge for
the President's actions, attacked Pres. Reagan by stating his opposition to all of the
President's defense policies. Ironically,
Rickover even went as far as to say that he
regretted his actions in creating a nuclear
navy, simply to revolt against Pres. Reagan.
If, as Adm. Rickover stated in his resignation speech, he is so opposed to Pres. Reagan's defense measures, why did he not
willingly resign?
Frankly, I am relieved that Adm. Rickover
is no longer in a position to risk national
security. Also, my mind is set at ease by the
thought that Pres. Reagan has enough
sense to know what is best for the American
people and will act to assure that safety,
despite the fact that he knows he will
receive personal attacks.
Sean O'Neill '85
Ed. note —Unless specifically stated,
signed columns represent the opinions of
the authors and do not necessarily reflect
the editorial position of the MIRROR. We
can only print what we receive and the articles that have appeared in the last two
weeks represent everything that has been
submitted.

determination can we control the energy
costs at Fairfield University."
The cooperation of the University community will be of great assistance in realizing cost avoidances for energy use this year
and in future years.
John M. Hicksqn is
Vice President
of Business and Finance

SALVADORAN
MISMANAGEMENT
To the Editor:
I was interested to see the space devoted
to the El Salvador crisis, in your Feb. 19
issue. The pro-government forces in El Salvador are spending vast amounts of money
on trying to defeat forces which cannot be
defeated because as Arthur Chavez stated
in his seminar presentation, Feb. 11,
"Duarte will fall... because you can't break
the spirit of rebellion, when it is rebellion for
justice." While Duarte may not fall, and
whether the revolutionary forces are just is
debatable. However, they do have the
forces to continue resistance indefinitely if
need be.
Are ther&other ways the U.S. can resolve
the problem except through trying to stamp
out resistance by pouring money into El Salvador, or withdrawing funds and advisors?
Yes. The leaders of the revolutionary forces
have offered to compromise—(very reasonable terms I might add)—but the State
Department won't even consider negotiations. They want to win this one for the
gipper! The same ideological fervor justified Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon and their
escalation of the battle in Vietnam. Is there
any less fervor and self-confidence in this
administration which pulled out all the
stops and got a budget through Congress
with hardly any modifications of the tax cut,
huge increase in military spending, and tremendous cuts of welfare and human services? Unfortunately the Administration
cannot be stopped by protestors, however
loud their voices, because like the El Salvador revolutionaries, they know they're right!
The only way they can be stopped is
through Congress. So if you want to see
action taken, write a strongly-worded letter
to your Congressmen, and they should
listen!
Thomas H. Little
Philosophy Class of '83
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Arts & Entertainment
Ramones: Music
'Straight From The Gut1
by Lucia M. Mercurlo
Creative Page Coordinator
Mini skirts, leather jackets and
safety pins flooded the Campus
Center last Friday night, as the
Ramones took Fairfield by storm.
It looked like Punk Night II as
students dyed their hair and donned clothes normally seen on
record covers.
Before the Ramones' entrance
at 11:00, Fits rocked Fairfield with
their original music. No one was
expecting a warm up band and
reactions to the group varied. Student comments were both
negative and positive. They
thought Fits was: "all right," "lively," or "untalented." One student
even commented that they were
"better than the Ramones."
George Hesse, director of SEC,
who organized the event stated,
"They (Fits) were recommended to
us by the Ramones' agent, and we
thought it would be a good idea."
By the time the Ramones took
the stage, people were screaming
with anticipation. As the lights
dimmed, a chant of "Let's go!" ran
through the Oak Room. Red lights
and smoke accompanied the
Ramones as they opened with
"Rock and Roll Radio." Wild dancing ensued and did not stop until
12:15 when the Ramones made
their exit.
The Ramones are known for
their quick, short songs, which all
have a familiar beat that encourage dancing. They played all
their best known hits including:

"Do You Wanna Dance," "Rock
and Roll High School," "I Wanna
Be Sedated," "Rockaway Beach,"
and "We Want the Airwaves."
Lead singer, Joey Ramones, urged
everyone to "sing along" as they
began to play "The KKK Took My
Baby Away" off their new album.
Reactions to the concert were
mixed. Some students thought the
Ramones were "too loud" and that
"they didn't play long enough."
But there were also those who
were psyched and felt that the
Ramones were "good to dance
to," and that the concert was "excellent."
The Ramones, who have been
together for approximately eight
years, originally hail from the New
York area. They play all around the
world and at the moment are
finishing a world tour that included such countries as Spain, New
Zealand and South America.
In a post concert interview with
the band, Joey Ramone described
Fairfield as "fun" and the
students as "good people."
They are in the process of
visiting colleges such as the
University of Rhode Island,
Delhigh, and the University of
Delaware. They stated, "It's great
to play for young kids."
Although they have been
classified by the media as a Punk
band, they describe their music as
"genuine rock and roll, straight
from the gut and the heart."
However it is described, it
seems to be the type of music
Fairfield enjoys.

Spotlighting

In what appeared to be a Punk Night II, the Ramones rocked the Oak Room before a crowd "screaming in
anticipation," last Friday night.
[Photo by Rick Steele]

Luck of the Roommate
'complete with caged go-go girls'
by Margery Grey and
Lisa Marie Sosa
Staff Writers
In spring a young man's fancy turns to love, but a
Fairfield student has only one thing on his/her mind:
the annual "Luck of the Roommate" dance sponsored by the Irish Society.
"The club's really psyched for Screw Your Roommate," was the enthusiastic response of Bob
McVeigh, club president. As one of the major social
functions provided for the entire campus, this dance
gives people the opportunity to setup their roommates with a blind date. This years festivities will be
March 5, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the cafeteria. Long
Island's number one band "Kivetsky" will give their
renditions of the Beach Boys, Beatles, Dave Clark
Five, the Supremes, and other sixties music "complete with caged go-go girls," stated McVeigh.
Tickets go on sale March 4 in the Campus Center during 4A lunch. There will be discounts for Irish Society
members at $10 a couple, and for non-members, $12 a
couple. It is a BYOB dance with mixers provided.
As Fairfield's largest club on campus, the Irish
Society sponsors a variety of on campus events.
March 26, Makem and Clancy will appear in the Oak

Room for two performances. The first show at 7:30
will be open to the public with tickets priced at $7,
and there will be a student show at 10:00 with $3
tickets. In early April, Sean McManus, president and
founder of the Irish-American Caucus and a major
lobbyist for Northern Ireland in Washington, D.C., will
lecture. This event will be co-sponsored with FUSA.
The club also holds Irish coffee houses and other
cultural events. This year the club will sponsor the
first annual Irishman of the Year Award.
Profits from these activities are donated to
charities like Project Children. This organization brings youngsters from war zones in Northern Ireland
to the United States for six weeks in the summer.
McVeigh hopes that the club will be able to donate
five hundred dollars to Project Children this year.
The Irish Society recently elected new officers.
These are- co-presidents Hugh Tourney and Tara
Brady, treasurer Mike O'Connell, secretary Liz O'Connor, arts and culture Conor Gaynor, publicity Marea
DeAngelis, and social chairman John Hannigan. Bob
McVeigh, outgoing president said "I know they're going to do a great job. I've worked with a majority of
them over the past two years and they've been invaluable."

EEE CREAI §EETIMI
by Rich Swietek
News Editor

Paul Muratorle, a co-officer of the Chamber Singers, who "never had an
express desire to be in a singing organization" now uses his music as an
outlet rather than a career.
[Photo by John J. Pastorelle]

Magnificent, dynamic, innovative, and compelling are just a
few of the words used to describe
the artistry of mime, Tim Settimi.
He will bring his talents to Fairfield's Oak Room this Saturday
evening for a Comedy/Mime night
presented by SEC.
Settimi is not only a performer,
working his unique talents on
street corners or shopping plaza,
but he also lends his expertise and
experience to aspiring students in
workshops held on campuses and
in studios.
He is a man who can't wait for
the audience to arrive. At univer-

sities he often roams through
Campus Centers and other buildings gathering people as he goes,

"He weaves motion, time, and
environment with a grin,
grimace, and an arc of his leg.
Some of the segments seem to
have sprung full-blown from a
genius' vision."
drawing them in and grabbing
their attention with his extraordinary routines and teasers.
Settimi then leads the people
like "a modern day pied piper" to
the site of his performance, where

Paul Muratorie: Developing 'a real talent'
by Margery Grey
. Staff Writer
To hear a co-officer of the
Chamber Singers say "I never had
an express desire to be in a singing organization" sounds like a
contradiction. But it is not. It was
one of the candid remarks of Paul
Muratorie.
If his name sounds unfamiliar, it
is most likely because the
Chamber Singers are virtually
unknown on campus. "The fact
that the group works extremely
hard and yet no oneknows who we
really are," Paul stated, is a pro-

blem that seems to plague the
group.
Paul interest in singing was
sparked after joining the Men's
Glee Club in his freshman year. He
went on to sing with the Campus
Minstrels his sophomore year to
be able to "do more musically."
Last semester when the Chamber
Singers were formed as a one
credit Fine Arts course, Paul
thought it would be a perfect opportunity to "sing with men and
women in a combined group."
The Chamber Singers are
"serious towards singing and very

musically concentrated," Paul
stated. He feels that dedication,
hard work, and attendance all contribute to the success of the group
that has lived up to the expectations of Orin Grossman who
piloted the-program. It's the "roll
up your sleeves and get your
hands dirty" attitude that makes
the twenty-three members
seriously committed to music, according to Paul. As a matter of
fact, you don't even have to have a
great amount of vocal ability.
Carol Ann Maxwell, the group's
director, helps the singers to

realize their own limitations and
develop their talents. "We're not
all destined to become part of a
New York group or anything," Paul
confessed.
As a senior accounting major,
Paul views his music more as an
outlet rather than a career. His
other interests lie in racquetball,
traveling and speaking French (he
spent last semester in France), as
well as being a self-taught
guitarist. For someone who had
no original interest in singing,
Paul Muratorie has developed a
real talent.

his audience rewards him with
unending laughter followed by
rounds of applause.
SLetters and reviews run out of
superlatives to describe his performances. One thing is for sure;
those shows he has given have
been received with great enthusiasm and excitement.
As one reviewer stated, "He
weaves motion, time and environment with a grin, grimace and an
arc of his leg. Some of the segments seem to have sprung fullblown from a genuis' vision."
Settimi has never performed in
the Fairfield area before. Usually,
he works in the Illinois area and
neighboring states in the MidWest.
Tim Burke, Assistant Director of
SEC, saw Settimi perform at the
New England Campus Center Activities conference which was held
this past November. "He was continuously upbeat and funny. It
should be a lot of fun," commented Burke.
Plans are tenatlve, but Burke
hopes to start off the evening by
showing cartoons before Settimi
makes his first appearance. An
acoustical act will then play
before the featured performer
makes his final call. Burke added
"We also plan on serving beer and
wine, instead of just beer."
Doors will open about 8:30 p.m.,
and if reviews of his performance
hold true, it should be an imaginative and exciting program.
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Breen Captures A Momenf, Comes Out A Winner
by Lisa Marie Sosa
Staff Writer
"This is the first time Fairfield
has won." Dr. Nicholas Rinaldi,
chairman of the writing program,
is referring to the Connecticut
Poetry competition, of which Fairfield's senior Robert Breen was
one of the five winners. Bob, Cori
Adler, and Naomi Wolf gave a
poetry reading in the Faculty Dining Room, February 16.
Cori Adler, a senior psychology
major at Wesleyan University,
began the reading. She has had
her poems published in Pegasus,
National Poetry Press, and in
Wesleyan Publications. Cori
hesitantly read her poems in front
of an over-crowded faculty dining
room.
Cori writes what Dr. Rinaldi
described as "introspective"
poetry. She read a variety of
poems. The most recent was "Adjusting to Cold." It Is described by
Cori as being a "metaphor for adjusting to anything, to something
unfamiliar."
When asked why she began
writing poetry, Cori remarked that
"all little kids write poetry, I just
never stopped." After entering the
state poetry competition for the
third time, Cori enjoys sharing her
poetry with her peers. Cori said
that "the experience is fun."
The second to read was Naomi
Wolf, an English major at Yale
University. Her poems have been
published in Iowa Review, Yale
Literary Quarterly, in an anthology
of women poets to be published
by Macmillian next spring.
In a voice that by itself could
have held a captive audience,
Naomi delivered her poetry.
Reciting a love poem she had written in grammar school, Naomi was
able to express the joy and excitement of a young girl who is deeply
Infatuated. Most of her poems
were about a religious incident.
One poem was about Joan of Ark,
because according to Naomi, she
was a seventeen year old who did
so much for France. Born and raised in California, many of Naomi's
poems dealt with her fascination
of New England winters.

"I want you to stand up, turn
around, and make yourselves comfortable. I'm going to take you on a
trip." So began the last of the
guest poets, Bob Breen. Before an
audience, most of whom he knew,
Bob confidently began what he
felt was his hardest reading. Bob
said, "I knew that my peers were
judging me" and so "I was quite
nervous."
Almost all of Bob's poetry
retells his experiences of traveling
abroad or sailing. His only love
poem, if fact, "is an ode to
Finland," according to Bob. In

'There has been an Increase In
creativity because of the extra
leisure time people are afforded due to the capabilities of
technology.'
"Unrequited Love," he writes of
his love of Finland, "its country
and its people," he stated.
UNREQUITED LOVE
My love in the north is cold.
I place my hands by the fire,
but it gives no warmth.
Thirty-five below:
aurora boreal is, waves of green
diving in red.
Spring, a brilliant sunbut its brilliance is cold.
An icicle gleaming in the morning sun,
too cold to hold. Oh Finnish girl
you are like the arctic solitude,
no sound penetrates.
My mind reaches In a rush of blue
water, in streams of midnight sun.
You scatter like the deer.
My love In the north is coldOh Finnish girl, thirty-five below,
you pierce me like the winter wind.
"Europe on Borrowed Time"
tells of the usually unspoken side
of backpacking across Europe.
Everyone knows of the fun that
can be had, but what about those
"train days and park bench
nights." "Whale Watch," is a
poem about his experiences on a
whaling boat. Bob said that when
he sails he writes a lot of poetry
because there is so much free
time, but this poem describes the
hard work of the crew.
"Winches whirl as sails
unfurl and hands endlessly
toil."

restaurant

BE SWEET TO YOURSELF
Freshly baked triple chocolate fudge cake, smothered
in whipped cream, topped with Allington's sweet ice
cream and Hershey's chocolate sauce, and dusted with
pecan powder.
' Lunch
Mon.-Sat.
11:30-3

881 POST RD., FFLD.
255-4190
(Next to Grand Union)

Dinner
Mon.-Sat.

5-9

Robert Breen Is the first Fairfield University student to win the Connecticut Poetry Competition. He along with two other winners, were guest
poets at the Circuit's poetry reading, February 16.
[Photo by Vinny DeAngells]
"I write for the fun of it," Bob
commented. He writes poetry
because it is a hobby—"I enjoy
poetry." Bob recalls that his first
poem was a Haiku in third grade.
He then continued writing for enjoyment—"It's an outlet." He
finds that through poetry he can
capture "a moment." He can hold
in time something he would
photograph. He also likes to
"dream into poetry."
Bob feels that his style is one all
his own. His poetry is full of im-

agery. Wallace Stevens and
William Faulkner are the two men
whose work has had the greatest
effect on Bob. He often takes
similar subjects from Stevens, and
then creates his own poem. According to Bob, when reading
Faulkner, one often comes across
a line "that is pure poetry." When
asked about Bob's poetry, Dr.
Rinaldi remarked that his has a
"much more public (style) of
poetry," for example, sailing is a
public event.

Dr. Rinaldi said that the Writing
Club "was very glad to have sponsored" the poetry reading. He is
happy to see that there is a growing "national awareness of the importance of writing." Dr. Rinaldi
attributes this renewed interest in
creative writing to two main
causes. He feels there has been an
increase in creativity because of
the extra leisure time people are
afforded due to the capabilities of
technology. Yet, we fear
technology's control over our
lives. "It's a paradox," stated Dr.
Rinaldi.
The Connecticut Poetry competition is open to all students.
Paul Gates, President of the
Writing Program Club, said that
the "English department recommends students to submit poetry"
to their respective schools. The
winner of the school competition
then submits their poetry to this
statewide competition. The winners must then tour fifteen
schools during the month of
February. The Connecticut Poetry
competition is funded by the Connecticut Commission on the Arts,
and the Connecticut Poetry Circuit.
When questioned about the
large turn out at the poetry
reading, a variety of responses ensued. Paul Gates said that he
"truthfully didn't expect that many
people to be there." He went on to
explain that there had been little
publicity for this event, and so a
large turn out was not expected.
Dr. Rinaldi said, "it was embarrassing," there was not enough
room to fit everyone. He also did
not expect such a large audience.
Only Bob was not surprised by the
large audience. When asked why,
he said, "because I told everybody
I would break their legs if they
didn't go."

Arts and Entertainment March
Calendar of Events
compiled by Barbara Nell
Staff Writer
f
\

ART
Whitney Museum of American Art,
Madison Avenue at 75th Street,
New York (212) 570-3633. "Robert
Smithson: Sculpture" thru April
18. "John Cage: Graphic Work"
thru May 2.
Museum of Art, Science, and Industry, 4450 Park Avenue,
Bridgeport, 372-3521. "Celebrate
Connecticut Day" March 14 from 2
to 5 p.m. "Backstage Tour of
Radio City Music Hall and Fiftieth
Anniversary Easter Show," March
14. Buses leave the museum parking lot at 9:15.
MUSIC
Music Series at St. Paul's
Episcopal Church, 661 Old Post
Road, Fairfield, 259-3013. "Lenten
Choral Concert," March 28 at 5.

t

Evenings of Music Series, Campus
Center Oak Room. "Pianist, Anton
Kuerti," March 28 at 3 p.m.
The Irish Society Presents
"Makem and Clancy," Campus
Center Oak Room. March 26 at
7i30 p.m.; iO p.m. for students only.
Fairfield University Men's Glee
Club and Women's Chorale in
Combined Concert, Gonsaga
Auditorium. March 28 at 8 p.m.
The Irish Society Luck of the
Roommate Dance, Campus Center
Oak Room. March 5 at 9.
Fairfield University Night at the
Agora Ballroom, New Haven.
"Back-streets," March 5. Sponsored by S.E.C.
THEATRE
Long Wharf Theatre, 222 Sargent
Drive, New Haven. "The Doctor's
Dilemna,"
thru April
4,

"Lakeboat," thru March 14.
The Yale Repertory Theatre, 222
York Street, New Haven, 436-1600.
"Master Harold and the Boys,"
March 9 thru 27.
The Hartman Theatre, 307 Atlantic
Street,
Stamford.
"The
Magistrate," thru March 21 at 8
p.m.
Westport Community Theatre,
Town Hall, Westport, 226-1983.
"Rashomon," March 4 thru 7 at
8:30.
Fairfield University Playhouse,
255-5411, ext. 2204. "Our Town,"
March 29 thru April 3.
FILM
Cinema
Plus,
Gonzaga
Auditorium. "Kagemusha (The
Shadow Warrior)," March 8 at 7.
POETRY
A Touch of the Poet, Campus
Center Oak Room. "Stephen
Spender; poet," March 29 at 8.

The boss has returned;
our gamble on these
specials continues!

Michelob
Budweiser
Tel. No.

259-3330

00
m
I \J a case
reg.
12 oz.

800
a case

Miller Lite
800

a case

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers ,

Recruiter will conduct interviews with
seniors & grad students Wed., March 3
in the Career Planning Office.

Hi-Ho Wine & Spirits
41 SO Block Rock Turnpike
O'ADOAMO

(In the Hi-Ho Motel)
EZ ON, EZ Off Mwritt Exih 44 ft 45.
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fuppeteeriifg: a realiq of tlje injagiijatioi}
by Georgette Katsetos
Staff Writer

Bob Hartman displayed his amazing puppeteering talents in the Oak
Room on February 17.
[Photo by Rose Anne LaBarre]

The lights were dim and the audience anxious. Slowly, the small
black curtain arose - and the man
performed.
Such was the occasion last
Wednesday night, February 17, in
the Oak Room, when a resident
Californian, Bob Hartman, displayed his amazing puppeteering
talents.
The Hartman Puppet Theatre,
sponsored by F.U.S.A., had a variety of skits ranging from fables to
political satire. A favorite was,
"Does Baby Bear Get His Flowers
or Does He Not?" Earlier in his
career Bob produced this skit for a
younger aujlience yet he soon discovered its universality and kept it
as a part of his repetoire.
Some other characters seen
were the Caveman, the Weatherman, Charles, The Ugly Duckling
and the Wolf. Although they
sound simple in name, these puppets are intricate in structure. The
Wolf for example, is Bob's prize
puppet. This rod puppet took two
to three years for Bob to make
move freely. With springs, gadgets, ping pong balls for eyes,
guitar strings and pieces of a
fishing pole, this puppeteer is able
to create and maneuver these inanimate heaps into lifelike

creatures.
As the show progressed, Bob
Hartman explained the evolution
of his puppeteer career. He began
eight years ago in the streets of
San Francisco. There, he assembled his mobile stage while curious
crowds gathered. Soon the business began to prosper. With this
in mind, Bob began to design
more puppets. Thus his career
flourished.
Since then, he has performed in
^the Cannery, night clubs, fairs,
college campuses, business
groups, and community theatres.
He was even commissioned to
write and perform a special puppet
play for a gathering of nuclear
physicists.

Bob, a graduate of U.C.L.A. in
Field Biology, suggests that those
interested in becoming future puppeteers should attend puppet
guilds. Although he is self-taught
in art, theatre and puppeteering,
he does not recommend it for
others. He has had to work long
and hard to produce his creations
and he feels that the guild can
help ease this load.
When the small black curtain
descended for the final time, Bob
Hartman swung his theatre around
and brought the intimate audience
out of the hour long realm qf imagination into the world of reality.
As Bob explains, "Puppeteering is
a wonderful way to have your own
theatre."

Critic Unfavorably Grades Top LP's
by Marlene Mockalis
Staff Writer
Christgau's Record Guide, by
Robert Christgau, Tickner and
Fields, New Haven, New York,
1981, 472pgs., Cloth $17.95, Paper
$9.95.
Luckily, the music editor of The
Village Voice, Robert Christgau,
has "always believed that rock
criticism should piss people off,"
because Christgau's Record
Guide does just that. The author is
opinionated and cruel and occasionally downright abusive.
Christgau seems reputable. He
has written for Esquire and the
New York Times and is "generally
recognized as the most provocative and influential rock and roll
critic in the history of the form"
according to his public relations.
Yet he criticizes albums for no apparent
reason.
Jefferson
Starship's Red Octopus was the
number one LP in 1975. Christgau
writes, "it sells to an audience
that refuses to distinguish between production values and
musical ideas," and calls Marty
Balin "a mushbrain."
In a discussion about Dan
Fogelberg's Captured Angel,
which is erroneously called Captive Angel, Christgau accuses
"such kind folks at Epic Records
and Full Moon Productions" of
"letting Fogelberg record nine
more songs." He gives the album
a low rating due to Fogelberg's
own "art therapy on the cover...he
doesn't know much about
breasts." Each album receives a
letter grade at the end of its brief
review, this one getting a D + .
Christgau's philosopy on grading record albums is "if art could

be quantified in a pricing system,
it could damn well be quantified in
a grading system." He says,
"most of my ratings clustered up
in the listenable range, B minus
and above," yet many are below.
CSN, the reunion album of
Crosby, Stills and Nash, is
disgraced with a D + ; the only
comment, "wait a second-wasn't

INSIDE
PRINT
this a quartet?" He attacks the
album without explaining his
motivation. Emerson, Lake and
Palmer's Pictures from an Exhibition gets a D + because "you can't
dance to it." And Eric Clapton's
Rainbow Concert receives a C-; it
"features six soggy songs."
The book has other faults too. It
spans the entire decade of the
70's without even mentioning the

Moody Blues, but of course, Captain Beefheart and Narvel Felts are
reviewed in depth. Also, the
reviewer is inconsistent; he claims
one thing, then asserts its opposite. For example, he says of
Bette Midler's Thighs and
Whispers, the songs are pretty
good...but the songs aren't that
good.">
Christgau's statement, "I was
less skeptical than most," does
perhaps speak the truth. Fleetwood Mac's Fleetwood Mac is
awarded with an A-, Rumours with
an A and Tusk with a B + . The
Doors' LA.Woman proudly boasts
an A-; "the band has never sounded better," and the Rolling Stones,
Exile on Main St. carries a well
earned A *.
In conclusion, I will recommend
that you buy this book under a
condition: do not take it seriously.
Read it, laugh at it, agree with it in
spots and get angry at it. For I
don't feel, as does Christgau, that
it is a "essential buyers' guide" or
"a valuable reference work," but it
definitely is "a great bathroom
book."

DOLLAR DAYS!

Thupfe* Fri.
Come in for Details!

e^Um
Corner \
^i^'.^^^jnes & liquors •
*& * 74b FaTrfieW BeacffRd^rfairfleld, CT
Across from Nautilus

-wy
Y
j. 4.
|_
|
I
YCS, 1 W3.Hl tO tlClpl

' wi" sponsor a O boy CD girl
D either in one of the Program Areas
listed below. In order of preference
3)
Wherever the need is greatest

□

1)
2)

Please correct any errors in your name and address as they appear below.
Enclosed is my first payment toward
my $192 per year sponsorship contribution as follows:
O $48 quarterly O $16 monthly
D $192 now

D $96 semi-annually

D Please send | information.

T:

Signature

The Hartman Puppet Theatre sponsored by F.U.S.A., had a variety of
skits ranging from fables to political sathe.[Photo by Rose Anne LaBarre]

Duo To Jazz Fairfield
by Marlene Mockalis
Staff Writer
By now, most of the students at
Fairfield University are probably
sick and tired of hearing the same
old thing. This is why SEC is bringing a jazz duo, instead of a rock
duo into the Stag-her Inn tonight.
DeHuff and Hart are coming to
our rescue. Sheril Saba, who booked the duo, feels that the students
here want something different.
"We always have the same talent
around here," she complains.
DeHuff and Hart, jazz guitarists
who play strictly instrumental
songs, will provide the necessary
change. The tone of the evening
will be relaxing and mellow.
The event will run from 9:00 to
1:00, and although Saba does not
expect a big turn-out, she is nevertheless hoping for one. Just for
tonight, the Starj-her will be offer-

ing cheese and crackers along
with its usual choice of beer, wine,
pizza and chips.
Stan Kapinos, permittee of the
Stag-her, is working together with
Saba and SEC to make the evening
a success. In fact, the Stag-her
often joins forces with SEC, and at
least once or twice a month, on a
continuous basis, SEC sponsors
entertainment which appears in
the Stag-her. Kapinos is pleased
and feels that it is a good arrangement. He says, "Entertainment
should be in other areas besides
the Oak Room."
Kapinos is expecting a good
response because he feels that
the community of Fairfield University is made up of "diversified
types of students." Diversified or
not, everyone needs a break from
their routine, so why not try
something new?

AL'S PLACE

(CORNER OF MILL PLAIN RD.)
& POST RD.
A DIFFERENT SPECIAL EVERY NIGHT
Mon. Nite(9-12midnite)
25$ Drafts
Tues. Nite (9:30-11:30 P.M.) Bottle Bud,
Miller, Miller Lite, Just 75$
Wed. Nite (9-12 A.M.) All reg. Gin & Vodka
Drinks Just 75$
Thurs. Nite: (9-12 Midnite)
25$ Drafts
Fri. Nite (10-12 A.M.)-LADIES' NITELadies Drink for Vz price
Sat. Nite (10-12:30 A.M.) Buy 1st Drink for
reg. price, get 2nd for Vz price.
Sun. Nite (10-12:30 AM.)
ALL DRINKS REDUCED!
Play Pinball, Pool, TV Games.

Date

Your Contribution is
U.S. Tax Deductible.

C
AI.
i^l^'tA
PROGRAM AREAS: Africa, Bangladesh, Chicano (U.S.), Colombia,
Ij3VG tllC X^HllUren®
Dominican Republic, Honduras, Indian (U.S.), Indonesia, Inner
Cities us
54 Wilton Road Westport, Conn 06880
< >- lsrae|.
Lebanon, Mediterranean, Mexico,
Southern States (U.S.), Sri Lai. ka (Ceylon).

We Feature a Full-Length, Uncut Movie Every
Thursday Night.
Stop in & meet Al, Mike Sullivan, Eddie, Ellie, Dez
'81', Tom '82', Mike '82', Tads '82' & Mary Anne '83'.
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Finally, Privacy!
by Oakle
Four years ago, while touring a
prospective college campus, the
guide brought us through a dorm.
Not unusual you say? Of course
not, but it was a co-ed dorm by
room. When one mother exclaimed, "They don't use the same
bathrooms, do they?!" that
thought didn't bother me. The idea
of sharing at all...now friar
bothered me.
Now don't get the wrong idea,
I'm not a selfish person by nature.
I think it goes back to my
childbood. Brought up as the
youngest of two, in a house with
three bathrooms, I was accustomed to a readily available bathroom.
Let's face it, with only 1.33 persons per bathroom, one was
always ready when you were.
After a few weeks I became adjusted to the rigors of dorm living.
The facilities were only a few
doors down on the left and then
there was always the other at the
opposite end of the hall.
As I look back on my first two

mere Ou^kt to te a Lav3...

collegiate
crossword
INTERNATIONAL
I CAREER?

A representative
will be on the campus

WEDNESDAY
MARCH 3, 1982
to discuss-qualifications for
advanced study at
AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field of
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
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1
6
9
13
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35
39
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41
43
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Graduate degrees
Gemstone
Runs off to
Gretna Green
Speed up
Shelf
South American
river (2 wds.)
Dry
Cacophony
Poetic contraction
Mr. Landon
Subject
Measure of
medicine
Is nosy
Tax initials
Outlet
Repeat
Twitching
Read
Early
Dangerous drug
Bear Bryant's team
Hunted one
Russian-built
fighter aircraft
Kosher

46
47
49
50
51
53
55
57
59
60
61
62
63

Whittier heroine
Adjusted
Prefix: wool
Slippery
Is sociable
Kill or shoot
Wisdom
Pretty: Sp.
Mythical island
Black eye
Appear
Clique
Far from skinny

DOWN
1 Trucking rig, for
short
2 Menu term (3 wds.)
3 More isolated
4 Pertinent
5 Legal paper
6 Songwriter Johnny
7
8
9
10
11
12

14 Cut
16 What -30- signifies
21 Drew back, as1 a
horse
24 Punished with a
stick
26 Sound unit
27 Singer with Gladys
■Knight

28
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Self-evident truths 48
Reproductive body
51
Keats' forte
52
One who is easily
54
fooled
56
Sleeping (2 wds.)
58
Sierra

Impertinent
Essential
Mr. Williams
Aviv
Item with lox
Mad, for one
Comes forth
Frivolous
Aesthetic taste
Wrinkle
City in Indiana
Assimilate food
Zane Grey
locale's
Shades
Labor leader
Eugene —<Chess pieces
London district
Small opening
"
a Camera"
Pen point
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■
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JOHN E. PERHAM
GUILD OPTICIAN

COUNSELING CENTER

Dailey's
Flower Shop

"BRICK WALK"
1275 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONN. 06430
OPP. POST OFFICE

2151 Black Rock Tpke.
Next to the
Agnus Steak House
Ed and Tim Dailey

(203) 255-3605
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1431 Post Road, Fairfield
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© Edward Julius

Interviews may be scheduled at

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306

1

years at Fairfield, memories of
waiting for a shower stall before
the first period rush come to mind.
Never mind about the all too often
COLD showers in the winter.
I figured my salvation would be
Southeast. Boy, was I fooled!
True, only four people to one John
helps. Privacy becomes a problem
when the locks are on the outside.
You never had to worry about your
suitemates breaking in and robbing your room. But try reading the
paper without an interruption, someone always walked in on you.,
Moving to the beach didn't help
much either. Now it's five to one.
Trying to synchronize five
schedules so that everyone gets a
chance to wash up before class is
no easy task. And don't try to tell
me that at a beach party the
bathroom isn't one of the most important rooms in the house!
When I grow up, I'd like an
average size house, nothing
special, but with a bathroom on
every floor. Now that's what I call
success!
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Good Luck Stags!!

Fresh Fruits &
BARBER SERVILLE
Vegetables
1426 POST ROAD
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
259-3893
Fairfield
•thn COUPON emrus you io«———

s

w

r0FF $"
on your favorite Foot Long

FREE DEUVERY-FRIDA Y&SA TURD A Y
259-9537
CALL BY 6:00 PM

BLACK,
ROCK

.SUBSW*

2835
Fairfield Ave.,
Bpt.
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Classified

Parachute Misses Mark

THE MIRROR WILL ACCEPT PREPAID MAIL-IN
OR WALK-IN CLASSIFIEDS ONLY. IF YOU
WISH TO PLACE YOUR AD IN THE COUNSELING CENTER FILE AS WELL AS IN THE MIRROR FOR A *3 FEE, PLEASE CONTACT THE
COUNSELING CENTER OR CALL THE MIRROR
AT 255-5411, EXT. 2533.
WANTED Students for part-time
telephone collection work. Hrs.
flex. btwn. 9 a.m. & 11 p.m.,
Mon.-Fri., and noon to 6 on Sat.
Contact Mr. Brailsford at 846-4371.
ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHY
STUDENTS! Professional male
model needs photographer(s) for
testing to help build his portfolio.
If interested, call 866-7520 or write
P.O. Box #1234, Fairfield Univ.
VETERINARIAN - Mon.-Fri. Early
afternoon to 6 p.m. Kennel work &
some lab work. Card #396.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY -Mother's
helper for 2 children (1 yr. old & 2
yr. old). Also needed for summer if
possible. Days flex. & hrs. flex.
Own trans, needed. Card #395.
HANDYMAN & Yard work needed
for spring & summer. Own trans,
needed. Days flex. & hrs. flex. Card
#394.
.

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES
$0
O

for 15 words
or less

$ *■
1

each additional
10 words.

SUMMER '82 - Repainting platform
tennis court decks. Van & tools
provided. Work in crew of 2 people, under supervision. For more
info see Summer Job Binder on
shelf in Counseling Center. Card
#392. . _.

FULL-TIME or part-time now
w/possibility of full-time upon
grad. Computer leasing co. seeks
Mkt. major w/computer science
minor. Will train in sales orientation & product knowledge. Competitive salary. Card #388.

P/T HELP in home electronics
store counter help! inventory, fin.
asst., 21 yrs. & older must have
retail exper. 15-20 hrs. per wk.
$4.00 per hr. Bus. stud. Card #389.

WILL TUTOR 1st yr. college math.
Calculus, etc. Card #391.
WANTED: French tutor for 2nd yr.
Prep student. 1-2 hrs./wk. Call:
261-6241 or 268-5343.

by Kathleen E. O'Gorman
Arts and Entertainment Editor
It is a career counselor's bible,
and it is the duty of every college
senior to read it. Why?
What Color Is Your Parachute?
by Richard Nelson Bolles is a toy
to aid in playing the game of the
job search. Subtitled as "A Practical Manual for Job-Hunters and
Career-Changers," it is chock full
of research and external sources.
Unfortunately, some of the valuable information is clouded by a
juvenile writing style leaving an
after-taste of cotton candy and
bubble gum.
Although it stands out among
career manuals as unique, Parachute makes a mockery of the job
hunt. Sometimes this is acceptable, because such a hunt is not
all that pleasant. But other times it
causes the reader to question the

value of its methods.
Parachute concentrates primarily on career changers in a mid-life
crisis, or on high school students
who do not know whether or not
they want to pursue a college
degree. It minimally aids the college student with a general career
in mind, yet it is sold in our own
college bookstore, recommended
by our own career counseling
center, and appears among the
top ten of the Campus Paperback
best seller list.
An important point the book
does make is, finding the right
career is a full-time job. Parachute
is also helpful in that it provides a
list of books and professional
employment agencies that may
cater to one's specific needs.
Certain sections of the book are
enlightening and informative; but
borrow it, don't buy it.

Improve your memory.
Order this memo board now-before you forget!

OPENINGS in Cosmetic Sales.
12-4 p.m. 2-3 days a wk. National
Cosmetic Co. seeks demonstrators to sell to major dept.
stores. Part-time positions
available. Salary plus commission.
Sales areas available: Southbury,
Danbury, Derby, & Trumbull. Card
#393.

i

American Cancer <
Society
<^j,
THIS SPKI COHTRIBUTID AS A PUBLIC SMVIC1

THE
OPEN BOOK
SHOP
27 Unquowa Road
Fairfield, CT 06430
203-259-1412

Try Us For All Your
Literary Needs—
Best Sellers, Classics,
Career Books, Travel,
Humor, Gift Books,
Monarch Notes, etc.
And also for quality cards.
We're just down the street...

V*

And remember,
good times stir with
Seagram's 7 Crown.
SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO., NYC. AMERICAN WHISKEY-A BLEND. 80 PROOF
Seven-Up and 7UP are trademarks of the Seven-Up Company O 1982
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Chris Byrd: From The Bleachers sports Editor

Dianne Nolan: Coach and Teacher
"I wasn't that aware of it, it
wasn't that much of a personal
goal," stated Women's basketball Coach Diane Nolan of her
gaining her 100th win as a head
basketball coach. 100 wins.
That's a long way for a girl from
South Jersey. What made it all
the sweeter for Nolan was the
fact that it came against UNH.
Before losing to the Lady Stags,
UNH was ranked second in New
England among Division I
schools. "Sunday, against New
Hampshire was our best game
all season." •
The road for Nolan to 100 wins
has been filled with detours.
She began her coaching
career at St. Francis College in

Brooklyn. She coached there for
five seasons and compiled a
62-56 record. There, she received
her baptism of fire and learned a
great deal about her craft coaching basketball. Though
Nolan was no stranger to basketball or to basketball coaches (her
mother coached for 25 years and
her brother currently coaches)
the newness of her situation
made Nolan a little bit unsureNolan recalled her days in
Brooklyn, "I got the job in a
round about way. I was an instructor in their physical education program and fresh out of
graduate school and I didn't
know if I would be ready."
"I had to do many different

things—scheduling. I was involved in the AIAW, I drove the van."
She continued, "I learnt to deal
with different people, with New
York city kids. Overall, the kids
at St. Francis fiave problems,

Dianne Nolan

Stags Drop To 9-15

Sports This Week
Men's Basketball
Saturday, Febryary 27 At Manhattan 2:00 p.m.
Monday, March 1 MAC Playoff
Women's Basketball
Saturday, February 27 MAC Playoff
Hockey
Friday, February 26 At Wesleyan
Saturday, February 27 UConn
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Within The Walls
by Debra A. Estock
Staff Writer
Racquetball and Volleyball
again spotlighted the flurry of intramural activities at the Rec Plex
this past week.
In Co-ed play, it was the
Bombers over the LAGG's, IRA
over the Marauders, the Wreckplex team over Jerry's Kids II and
Camp Gak over the Munchkins.
In the Women's League, the
Dragonettes defeated the Flashy
Fifteen, while "T" and the Girls
beat Bernie's Bunch.
Wednesday's games also featured Women's and Co-ed League
play, but only four matches were
scheduled. Among the Co-eds, it
was the Y Nots over Sapwood and
Bob Trismen and the Supremes
won over Julie's Jewels.
In the Women's League, Campion Crew beat the VW's and
Prestigious Regis came out on top
over the Drones.
The Men's League1 and Co-eds
were in action last Thursday. In
Men's League play only three matches were on tap; the Raiders beat
the Leftovers, PUS beat the Deep
Sixers and the Generics won by
virtue of a forfeit.
In Co-ed play, FTSM beat Fortuna, NINJA got by Ground
Lounge, it was Benchworld over
Kelley's Angels and the Mad Hatters over the Wrecking Crew.
In volleyball, the current standings show these division leaders.
In the Women's League both the
Dragonettes and Campion Crew
sport 2-0 records. Among the men,
the Raiders and the Generics are
tied for the lead at 2-0. In the Co-ed
League, 7 teams have 2-0 records
each in their own division; the

LAGG's, IRA, Y Nots, the Bad
Asses, FTSM, NINJANand Benchworld.
In women's singles, Sophia
Niezrecki defeated Kathy O'Brien
in a tight match with the scores,
15-9, 14-16, & 15-10. Also in
women's singles, Kathy Klaus
beat Sophia Niezrecki by a 15-11,
16-14 score. In men's racquetball
-Division "A," it was Brian Nerreau
over Kevin Dowd, 15-1, 15-6, and
Ron Heubsch won twice beating
Dan Dumais, 15-13, 15-3, and then
notched his second win over Steve
Walter by a 15-2, 15-7 score.
Mixed Doubles - Division "A"
play found the team of
O'Mara/Regan beating Cunpingham/Cronin by 15-6 and 15-4. In
Mixed Doubles - Division "B" the
team of Hannigan/Vizza scored a
double win in last week's action.
They beat Vachon/Drew 15-5,
17-15, and then defeated Tricomi/Lindenburg by the final score of
15-7 and 15-13.
As far as current standings in
racquetball are concerned, in
Men's Division "A," Ron Heubsch
leads with 2 victories and 1 win. In
Men's Division "B," Dean Mendes
and Patrick Sheerin lead the way
with 2 wins. While in Mixed Doubles-Division "A," the tandem of
O'Mara/Regan are the leaders with
a 2-0 slate and in Mixed Doubles Division "B," Hannigan/Vizza are
also at 2-0.

(Cont'd, from Page 16)
thingsat 100, and lona worked the
ball around for the final layup by
Tom Foley.
Two fatigued teams, and an
emotionally drained sellout crowd
of 3,022 left the gym after witnessing the longest game Fairfield University has ever played.
An exhausted Terry O'Connor
agreed miss free throws was a key
in the loss.
"Yeah...we
missed
so
many...unbelievable."
lona coach Pat Kennedy commented, "I think the fans saw two
of the most Improved teams
around. Fairfield's' really come
on...You never look by a Fairfield
team."
It seemed as if lona could have
afforded to look past Fairfield early, rolling to a 35-26 haiftime lead,
and building it to 41-28 early in the
second half.
Then, senior co-captain Rich
Wejnert almost singlehandedly
put Fairfield back in the game in
Impressive offensive burst.
Wejnert combined a nice outside shot, clutch free throw
shooting, and superb driving
layups, as the Stags outscored
lona 21-10, cutting the lead to
.53-51.
Wejnert scored 17 of his 21points in the second half, and fouled out in the second overtime. Ken
Daniels, Hank Foster, and Rich
D'Antonio also fouled out, as
Coach O'Connor went deep to his
bench as the overtime periods progressed.
lona guard Steve Burtt felt
depth was problem for Fairfield.
"They don't go that deep, and I
think that hurt them. They showed
it," said the nation's sixth leading
scorer.
Burtt later reflected the mood of
the lona team after coming away
with the extremely difficult win.
"Let's get out of here," Burtt
said in the lona locker room. "We
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Precision Hair Cutters
1476 Post

'2.00 OFF with F.U. I.D.
KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HWY-FAIRFIELD

333-7541

OPEN: TUES-FR110-8, SAT 9-5
Across from Traynor Volkswagen

259-0673

BONUS

*

Blow Dry ..'12.00

want to come back

Last Tuesday, the Stags easily
disposed of Utica College 78-62.
The inside combo of Pete
DeBisschop and Hank Foster had

a field day against Utica, scoring
24 and 22 points respectively.
If the Stags beat Manhattan in
the playoff game Monday night,
they advance to the Meadowlands
Arena for the second round of the
playoffs next Thursday.
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THE NAUTILUS
CAFE
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*MONDAY
SPECIALS*.
25c Drafts
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TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
NIGHTS
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All Vodka Drinks
99c
811 PM

THURSDAY NIGHT
25c Drafts
2 Drinks for the Price of 1 from 8-11 PM!!
FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR 3-8
25c Drafts
99c All Drinks

Dinner and Movies—Just $2.50
Cable T.V.
Dinners from 5:30-8:00

Lunches 11:30-2:00
Dinners 5:30-8:00
Monday—Friday
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750 ML SERLINS PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 42°

AHEAD

Wash, Cut «L_- „

don't never
here."

SERLINDI$Cpy£^5£BU^ISCOUNTSERUNDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUNTSERUNDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUNTW

A CUT

No Appointment Necessary

moments when I yell and
scream. When my players make
errors, I try to correct them in a
positive way not in a negative
way. I find that I get the most out
of the players that way."
Achieving her 100th win has
given Nolan a chance to stand
still and look carefully at her
methods, methods which have
her team enjoying the best
season in her regime - 17-9 in
their first season in Division I
play. "That day I did some reflection. I hadn't thought of it as
such a big thing, but many congratulated me. I have 15 players,
who I want to be the best people.
"But Monday, we were back in
the gym preparing for URI."

that are different from the ones
our kids have here."
Nolan continues to learn.
"With the type of players we had
coming in this year, I knew I had
to bone up on my skills. Lenny
Petrucelli (her assistant) and I
drove 14 hours to Indiana to attend numerous clincis run by
Bobby Knight. Bobby told me
that the key to his success was
adjusting his philosophy to your
payers, to their styles of play.
As much as she is a teacher
and strategist, Nolan is a
cheerleader, who encourages
her players during the course of
a contest. "Girls respond differently, don't accept criticism
as well as men. I have my

■■
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1.75 L CLASSIC CLUB VODKA 80°

$

3.85 H
'6.69

ALL THE TOP NAMES IN BOOZE
AT WHOLESALE COST
OR SLIGHTLY ABOVE

1. 10% off all liquor larger than 500 ML
2. 10% off on all Vi kegs of beer
3. Beer Bonanza (export bottles)
RED, WHITE, BLUE
UTICA CLUB
PABST

CASE

S

5.59

s

5.05
s
6.75
Tax & Deposit

"State law does not permit us to sell below costl
•Sales tax not Included
•Not responsible for typographical errors
©Serlln Wine and Liquor, 1982
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Manhattan Playoff Monday

Heartbreak = lona 102-100 In 5 O.T.'s
by Patrick Reap
Executive Editor
In a blzzare game which will go
down as one of the most
memorable contests ever played
at Fairfield, the lona Gaels edged
the Stags 102-100 after five overtime periods.
In a game which Fairfield seemed to have won a half dozen times,
lona guard Tom Foley banked in a
layup with :04 left In the fifth overtime period to give the Gaels the
win.
A Mike Aldridge Jumper at the
buzzer failed to drop, as Falrf ield's
MAC record fell to 2-7, and 9-15
overall. The Stags play at Boston
University tonight, and end their
regular season Saturday afternoon
at Manhattan College.
The Stags will again play
Manhattan Monday night in the
first round of the MAC playoffs.
The Jaspers are 3-5 in the MAC. If
the Stags and Manhattan finish
with identical league records of
3-7, homecourt advantage will be
decided by a coin flip. The Stags
will have to beat Manhattan Saturday for that to be a possibility.
The lona game showed the
Stags at their best and worst.
Sqlid^ offensive performances by
the front line of Pete DeBisschop,

Rich Wejnert and Hank Foster
paced Fairfield all evening. Further, guard Kenny Daniels performed a commendable job in
defensing lona guard Steve Burtt
most of the evening. The Stags used a box and one defense against
Burtt all night.
However, traveling calls coupled with atrocious foul shooting
down the stretch erased what
should have been a memorable
Stag victory.
Four times fairfield appeared to
have lona beaten, only to let the
Gaels back into the game:
I.The Stags made only two of
their final seven free throws in
regulation. Especially costly was a
Hank Foster miss from the line
with :09 left, lona high-scorer Rory
Grimes (25pts.) missed a shot at
the buzzer which sent the game into the first overtime even at 65.
2. Pete DeBisschop blocked a
Rory Grimes shot with :05 left in
the first overtime period, and Rich
D'Antonio rifled a pass to a wide
open Mike Aldridge at midcourt as
the clock ticked off the final four
seconds. Aldridge, who showed
outstanding hustle during his 51
minutes of action, sprinted to the
hoop, layed the ball softly on the
"rim, and helplessly watched as the
basketball cruelly hung on the rim

for a moment and dropped out as
the buzzer sounded. Bad luck continued to plague the squad.
3. With 1:06 left in the third overtime period the Stags built a
5-point lead 85-80. Yet Fairfield
again fell apart at the line, missing
five of their next six shots, lona
forward Ed Gooding tipped in a
shot with :17 remaining, and pulled off the same trick at the buzzer
to keep the marathon event going.
4. Fairfield refused to give up,
grabbing another five-point lead
early in the fourth overtime period.
A three point play by hardnosed
senior Rich D'Antonio, and a
rebound-basket by Jerry Johnson
put Fairfield up 91-86. After an
lona miss, and a DeBisschop rebound, the Stags again seemed
ready to finally dispose of lona.
But, a questionable charging call
was whistled against D'Antonio,
and two successive turnovers
wiped out the Fairfield lead in the
next minute of action. Again,
DeBisschop rose to the occasion
to block a Grimes' jumper at the
buzzer, sending the contest
into...guess what...another overtime period.
In the final overtime, a threepoint play by DeBisschop evened
(Cont'd, on Page 15)

Playing possibly his last home game as a Stag, senior forward Rich Wejnert hits on a three point play. Wejnert's play was instrumental in carrying Fairfield back from a 13 point deficit.
[Photo by Chris Haggerty]
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Take That! Junior Center Pete DeBisschop dunks over lona's Hargraves.
However, DeBisschop was called for an offensive foul on the play.
[Photo by Chris Haggerty}

NAME (Career Points)

GP/GS

FG-FGA

FG%

FT-FTA

FT%

REB-AVG

PF-D

Hank Foster (79S>,
MAAC STATS
Rich Wejnert (568)
MAAC STATS
Pete DeBisschop (578)
MAAC STATS
Ken Daniels (569)
MAAC STATS
Bobby Hurt (316)
MAAC STATS
Jerry Johnson (124)
MAAC STATS
Rich D'Antonio (166)
MAAC STATS
Mike Aldridge (145)
MAAC STATS
Craig Golden (54)
MAAC STATS
John Leonard (30)
MAAC STATS
Bob Brown (8)
MAAC STATS
Vin Cazzetta (0)
MAAC STATS

22-72

117-190
38-62
112-228
37-72
111-191
48-78
68-153
22-50
47-116
7-13
38-96
12-31
19-55
12-35
16-34
4-11
19-35
6-13
13-30
8-13
2-6
1-2
0-1
0-0

.616
.613
.491
.514
.581'
.615
.444
.440
.405
.538
.396
.387
.345
.343
.471
.364
.543
.471
.433
.615
.333
.500
.000
.000

93-117
29-3B
62-82
15-20
51-73
19-28
57-74
12-13
36-52
3-5
8-22
4-11
21-44
10-2 5
16-22
4-6
16-22
3-4
\4-ll
1-6
4-5
2-3
0-0
0-0

.795
.763
.756
.750
.699
.679
.770
.923
.692
.600
.363
.364
.477
.400
.727
.667
.727
.750
.364
.167
.800
.667
.000
.000

149-6.8
41-S.l
71-3.2
18-2.3
160-7.3
52-6.5
62-2.8
25-3.1
38-2.5
3-1.5
79-4.0
33-4.1
43-2.1
18-2.3
12-0.8
2-0.5
32-1,6
9-1.1
22-1.3

76-7
31-2
7- 5
21-1
85-7
31-2
64-4
21-1
46-3
5-0
53-5
17-1
59-1
27-1
9-0
2-0
33-1
11-0
31-1
13-0
4-0
2-0
0-0
0-0

a-a
22-22
8-8
22-21

a-a

22-22
8-3
15-15
2-2
20-1
8-0
20-7
8-6

16-6
4-0
20-0
8-0
17-0
7-0
6-0
3-0
4-0
1-0

7-1,0
8-1.3
3-1.0
0-0,0
0*0,0

ASST
27
9
17
4
17
5
82
37
43
4
10

\

49
23
9
3
5
2
8
2
1
0
0
0

TO
76
27
46
10
68
26
69
28
40
4
35
11
51
24
13
3
19
5
13
6
2
1
0
0

BLK
12
4
2
0
20
10
9
3
0
0
3
2
2
0
0
0
1
0
4
1
0
0
0
0

ST

PTS-AVG

17
5
12
3
7
4
34
9
31
1
6
2
11
6
4
0
5
2
6
5
1
0
0
0

327-14.9
105-13.1
286-13.0
89-11.1
273-12.4
115-14.4
193-8.8
56-7.0
130-8.7
17-8.5
84-4.2
28-3.5 .
59-3.0
34-4.3
48-3.0
12-3.0
54-2.7
15-1.9
30-1.8
17-2.4
8-1.3
4-1,3

o-o.o

0-0.0

HP
710
249
692
241
' 636
,263
' 783
298
496
55
. 335
142
440
234
116
29
180
76
128
S3
22
8
12
2

MAC Playoffs Saturday

Providence Fells Fairfield 69-58
by Jeif Cahill
Staff Writer
Like the men's basketball team
the destiny of the Lady Stags will
be determined in a contest against
Manhattan tonight. A win over the
Lady Jaspers will gain Fairfield a
Home court advantage in the first
round of the MAC playoffs against
Manhattan. A loss, however, will
mean that Fairfield will have to
travel to Fordham Saturday.
The Lady Stags had their ups
and downs this week as they prepared for post-season play. They
started the week in fine fashion as
they won their fifth straight over
URI Wednesday 74-67, but, over
the weekend, Fairfield dropped
two contests to UMass Saturday
64-60 and then to Providence College Sunday in Alumni Hall, 69-58.
The Lady Stags now stand 17-9 on
the season.
Trailing 54-51 with little over ten
minutes left to play against URI,
the backcourt combination of Liz
Sterling and Patrice Wallace
sparked a tenacity in the Lady
Stags that they had been missing
throughout the game. In the next
four minutes, led by Sterling and

Wallace, Fairfield reeled off 14
Hosting Providence Sunday,
straight points, and when Wallace Fairfield fell victim to an awesome
hit a 10 foot baseline jumper, shooting display by Providence
made it 65-54 with six minutes left, guard Kerry Phayre. The junior,
the Lady Stags were able to cruise friar scored 27 points, shooting70
to a 74-67 victory. During that 12-19 from the floor. Most of her'
stretch, Sterling hit for a basket points came in the second half.
and dished out 3 of her game high
Fairfield had a 31-28 half time
7 assjsts while Wallace scored 4 lead as in the early going, Fields
points and had a steal that led to a proved unstoppable, but in ihe sefast break basket. Katrina Fields cond half, it was all Phayre. Nolan
led the team in both scoring and tried to counter Phayre with defenrebounding with 23 points and 15 sive assets co-captains Janine
rebounds while junior forward Liz Demarest and Johna Warner, but it
Pulie once again provided a steady was too late. By then, the Provihand on offense and defense scor- dence offense had gelled and Fairing 12 points and hauling down 9 field couldn't come from behind
rebounds.
losing 69-58. Fields had one of her
Against UMass, turnovers were better offensive afternoons scorthe difference'for the Lady Stags ing 26 points and hitting on 12 for
in the 64-60 loss to the minute- 18 from the floor.
men. They committed 29 to the
Lady Stag Notes—Before the
Minutemen's 17. "The kids play so
hard all the time," stated Head season began, 18-11 was the mark
Coach Dianne Nolan after the toward which the Lady Stags were
loss, "that when they are trailing shooting. After the URI win, it aptowards the end of the game they peared as if 20 wins were within
stick it in overdrive and the play their reach. Three straight wins
sometimes becomes erratic." will be needed to accomplish that
Fields led the Lady Stags with 14 elusive goal...Fields continues to
points while junior forward Teale pace the squad in scoring and reLiz Sterling looks one way and passes another in Wednesday's win over
Stevens added 6 points and- hounding with 16, 14 points per
game and 12.1 rebounds per game.
URI.
[Photo by Chuck Hacker]
grabbed 8 rebounds.
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Author Peter Straub:
The Man and His Magic
"The more I pushed it around,
and the more I played with it, the
more I saw it hadn't been treated
with the fullness inherent in it, that
if the field were treated with a little
more bravery, and a little more conviction, then there were a lot of
things that could be done with it,"
states author Peter Straub about
the horror genre. Four out of his
five novels demonstrate this belief.
Mr. Straub has not always been
infatuated with this genre. His first
novel, Marriages published in 1973,
was a "this-is-the-way-we-live-now
sort of story" according to Stephen

"I wanted to work
with magic because I
wanted to get into an
area where I could
affect reality."
King, another best selling horror
writer. In 1974, Mr. Straub decided
"... to write something that would
at least appeal to publishers." The
product of this attempt was Julia
(1975). He continues, "I wasn't sure
what it (horror) was all about, but I
was quite pleased."
In 1979, Ghost Story was released, and Peter Straub proved to
the literary world his professional
and masterful abilities. Ghost
Story deals with four old men
whose meetings consist of telling
each other ghost stories. As the
book continues, we learn that they
are involved in a ghost story of
their own, more terrifying than
their fabricated ones.
Ghost Story can be said to be a
Gothic horror novel in that the

".. . actions always refer back to
other actions, and everything folds
together." This is in fact what happens in Ghost Story. Straub's complex and intricate plot lines submerge the reader into a world
where the past seeks revenge in the
present.
Universal Pictures released
Ghost Story as a major motion picture last year. People who have not
read the book enjoyed the movie.
Mr. Straub, along with those who
were terrified by his magnificent
work, were disappointed with the
film; "The story was shaved down
too far and not with too much
sense," states Straub.
"/ wanted to work with magic
because I wanted to get into an
area where I could affect reality,"
explains Mr. Straub about his newest novel. Shadow Land. Shadow
Land shows us a completely different focus than Ghost Story. "What
I did not want to do is write Ghost
Story II, but the publishers really
did want me to write Ghost Story
II. / wanted very much to evoke the
world which is called up by fairy
tales."
Shadow Land is a story where
the distinction between what is real
and what is illusion becomes undefinable. It is the story of "... two
boys who go into 'the forest' and
get the pants scared off them,"
according to Mr. Straub.
Like most successful writers, Mr.
Straub spends a great deal of time
reading. He states, "/ read in great
gulps when I was young," but
neither Roth nor Bellow has had as
big an influence on him as Stephen
King. "Stephen King has affected
me, but I was writing this kind of
book before I ever read him."
Straub feels that King has been a
"moral example" because of how

hard he works. "Steve and I are
good friends; we enjoy each other's
company and we enjoy each other's
imaginations."
The product of the melding of
these two extraordinary imaginations will be The Talisman to be
published in the fall of 1983.
According to Mr. Straub, it will be
an "exciting" book, filled with
"outrageous, colorful and bizarre
events."
Before the writing of this book
commences, Mr. Straub will finish
his present project, Floating
Dragon. This novel, set in Westport, will be like Ghost Story a contemporary Gothic Romance.
Mr. Straub concluded, "I think
I'll be writing books (in the future)
that take off from horror. I don't
think they're horror anymore, I
think they're something else... but
to the publishers it will always be
horror as long as horror is the label
that sells books. I see them as conventional novels that use a particularly strange and grotesqueimagery. "
—Lucia Mercurio
Creative Page Coordinator

The Evils
Of Being An Angel
WITNESS TO POWER, by John
Ehrlichman, New York, Simon and
Schuster, 1982, $17.50 hardcover.
Of all the low down, self-serving,
sleazy, Watergate books or Nixon
administration stories I have read
by some low down Nixonites like
Liddy, Haldeman, Dean, Magruder, Kissinger, and Nixon, this new

Smashing The Glass Slipper
The Cinderella Complex, by Colette Dowling, New
York, Summit Books, 1981, 266 pp., hardcover.
Going beyond the issue of the Equal Rights Amendment, Colette Dowling's The Cinderella Complex
explores women's hidden fear of independence.
In the modern era, women are preoccupied with
liberation from the femme fatale stereotype, and
equality with the opposite sex. Ms. Dowling takes this
one step further by investigating the female insecurity
beneath the strong willed facade.
She uses the metaphor of the fairy
tale, "Cinderella," and demonstrates how, despite the modern
woman's Gloria Steinem attitude,
there is a deep desire in this woman
to be swept off her feet and taken
care of by Prince Charming.
Ms. Dowling professes that even
the successful career woman hides
this weakness. The Cinderella Complex abounds with examples and re
search causing the author's overall
statement to be justified.
The reason for writing the book
stems from Ms. Dowling's personal
experiences. She discovered one day that independence
and a career were not enough; the craving for a male to
solve her problems for her was still there.
Ms. Dowling has been criticized for blowing her own
experiences out of proportion, and applying them to
the rest of the female population. But her interviews
with women from all walks of life, and her extensive
research disproves this criticism. Yet, what Ms. Dowling does tend to do at times is to psychoanalyze certain
cases on her own. This can be misleading and overgeneralized. Ms. Dowling also tends to label cerflain
types of dependency too quickly, causing fraudulent
stereotyping.
In the bock. Ma Dowling recalls being a four year
veteran of » Msanpsfitan work fow*. acting ac a

. . . author Peter Straub. . . age: 39. . . wife's name: Susan. . . children: 2
(4 yrs; 18 mths). . . B.A.: University of Wisconsin. . . M.A.: Columbia University. . . novels: Marriages, Julia, If You Could See Me Now, Ghost
Story, Shadow Land... collections of poetry: Open Air, Ishmael... place
of residence: Greens Farms, CT. . . future plans: Floating Dragon (1983),
The Talisman (1983 with Stephen King), Haunted House (1987 with
Stephen King). . .
[Photo by PaulR. Gagne]

researcher for Mademoiselle magazine. Her career
leading nowhere, she came upon the realization that
she was scared of being alone, out there in the "real
world"—a situation that many seniors are facing right
now. She writes: "/ know now that what I really
wanted was to be rescued, transported on fairy wings
to a new life, one in which I was confident, creative,
compelling, and most of all, secure. . . I had no idea of
how I might fill a future that loomed before me—huge,
demanding, and potentially obliterative."
"Here it was—The Cinderella
Complex. It used to hit girls of sixteen or seventeen, preventing them,
often, from going to college, hastening them into early marriages. Now
it tends to hit women after college—after they've been out in the
world awhile. When the first thrill
of freedom subsides and anxiety
rises to take its place, they begin to
be tugged by that old yearning for
safety: the wish to be saved."
Although The Cinderella Complex may seem to be highly theoretical, it is a very real concern and a fairly new problem that had not been so thoroughly revealed or defined until the writing of Ms. Dowling's book. It is
designed to help women deal with a strangeness they
may feel operating in what usually is referred to as
"a man's world." It is an attempt to guide women to
arresting their dependencies and eliminating them in
order to attain true freedom. Dependency is a crutch
that can be self-conflicting; to let go of the crutch is to
release the inner pain. To release the inner pain, every
woman should read this book.
—KatMemm £. O'Gorman
4rts«u

book by John Ehrlichman (Nixon's
former domestic policy advisor and
co-conspirator in Watergate) is the
most low-down, self-serving and
sleaziest work. That is why it is
probably the most definitive and
honest look at the excesses of the
Nixon administration from the
point of view of an insider.
Like other Watergate related
tracts, the author tries to portray
himself in the best light possible by
not remembering, admitting or discussing certain events that would
destroy one's self-image. Ehrlichman admits some mistakes of judgment but as for his cohorts, he sees
many of them as clearly dangerous
and evil people. We learn that Nixon had a serious drinking problem
long before the "final days" and we
learn that Nixon and his Chief Justice Warren Burger used to like to
talk about pending cases. We further see that the whole Watergate
paranoia about security leaks was
from none other than Henry Kissinger. We learn from Ehrlichman
that Dan Rather is a real lazy news
reporter and that John Dean used
to talk a lot about his dates.
Yet this is more than a Watergate book. It covers Ehrlichman's
long association with Nixon and his
political campaigns and it covers,
like most Watergate related books,
how the press destroyed the author's family relationships, his job,
and his self respect. Thenit tells
the story of how John Ehrlichman
got his life together (i.e. he must be
referring to three money making
books about politics) after his marriage broke up. The book is extremely worthwhile for the history
as Ehrlichman remembers it in

terms of his domestic policy advice
to Nixon from 1969-1973.
If you have not had your fix of
Watergate related criminals selling
their stories, or if you are too young
to remember the Nixon years and
Watergate, then this Ehrlichman
gossip, hatchet job of a book will
make excellent reading. In many
ways, Ehrlichman's new book is the
quintessential Watergate co-conspirator book. I loved reading it. I
had forgotten for a moment how
thoroughly dangerous and rotten
those Nixon years really were. Ehrlichman leaves no doubt as to

"I had forgotten for
a moment how thoroughly dangerous
and rotten those Nixon years really were."
which side he was on or why he fit
in so well with a bunch of Gestapolike thugs and petty criminal coconspirators. June 17, 1982 will be
the 10 year anniversary of the
Watergate break-in. May Ehrlichman's book please be the last we
hear from the Watgergate co-conspirators unless one can identify
"Deep Throat" or state the definitive reason for the break-in. After
finishing the book, this "Watergate
junkie" needs no more.
—Dr. John Orman
author of Presidential Secrecy:
Beyond the Power to Persuade
(Greenwood Press, 1980) and
"friend" of G. Gordon Liddy.
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another."
The Meanings of Modern Art, by
Russell escorts us along a DanJohn Russell, New York, Harper &
tesque walk through the Heaven
Row, 1981, 430 pp., illustrated b&w
and color plates, $35. hardcover, (Renoir, Matisse, Bonnard) and
Hell (Munch, Kirchner, de Kooning)
$20. softcover
It would be difficult to imagine of modern art. Gazing in awe at the
seeing John Russell's The Mean- diversity of themes and modes of
ings of Modern Art as one of those expression that he encounters along
tasteful artbooks which grace history's tortuous path, Russell
every suburbanite's Bauhaus imi- pays homage to that sacred Muse
tated coffee table. Instead, this cloaking life's secrets: "Art is there
erudite study is more properly to tell us where we are, and it is also
suited for the scholar's walnut desk there to tell us who we are. It gives
since it requires patient absorption pleasure, coincidentally, but priand meditative reflection. The au- marily it is there to tell the truth. "
A mediocre art history text is
thor's admirable common sense begins in the Preface when he states limited by a colorless review of
that the "act of reading is an act of names, dates, and general cultural
confidence, and almost of conspir- events. But exceptional writing
acy, between one human being and such as Russell's, will elucidate a'

wider range of motives, influences,
and possible connections by weaving the work of art into the vast
multi-textured tapestry of social
reality. With a deft sensibility and
a droll point of view, Russell paints
a detailed portrait of the artists
who contributed to the mural-sized,
panoramic canvas dedicated to the
story of modern art. His methodology reconfirms the thinking of
G.M. Young who stated: "The central theme of history is not what
happened but what people felt
about it when it was happening."
Thus, by reconstructing the
milieu of Paris of 1865, Vienna of
1900, Moscow of 1917, and New
York City of 1947, we benefit from
Russell's insights to Manet,
Klimpt, Kandinsky, and Pollock.
The "meanings" of modern art are
really the interpretations of new
ideas as they were presented and
reacted upon by successive artists,
critics, and confused laymen who
resisted any change in their pre-

conceived notion of what constituted "fine art."
There are a few individuals of a
distinguished and rare breed of
Englishmen who have ventured into similar, synthetically designed
cultural histories. Russell's accomplishment is on the same plane of
Sir Kenneth Clark's Civilisation
and Dr. Jacob Bronowski's Ascent
of Man series leaving us in anticipation of a set of films under Russell's
direction.
While it is easy to recognize the
smooth manner in which Russell
unravels the yarn spool of art history, the reader comes to ask:
"what does he think about the present?" His answer is a cautious and
somewhat somber analysis of the
situation of Lady Art caught in the
thorny bramble bush of contemporary life. The anti-art, anti-aesthetics game that has dominated all
avant-gardism since the Dadaists
first held court at Zurich's Cafe
Voltaire in 1917 has come very

close to wrecking the very concept
of art in the 1980's.
"The end of art," Russell laments, "is the end of a god " He
argues for creativity and quality in
art before it can be judged as truly
superior. The current notion that
everyone should be an artist, however noble in spirit, is really a blasphemous position. "When Marsyas
with his reed pipes challenged
Apollo to a trial of skill, Apollo had
him flayed alive." And when
today's Conceptual artist scatters
sawdust and straw on the wooden
floor of a SoHo gallery space with
the ludicrous assumption that this
gesture is as timely and relevant as
Botticelli's Primavera or Michelangelo's visualization of the Creation of Adam, then we can certify
the fact that we are in deep trouble.
Russell concludes, "What form art
will take in the future no one can
say; but no sane society will wish to
be without it"
—Dr. Philip Eliasoph
Dr. Philip Eliasoph, Director of the
Art History Program in the Department of Fine Arts

Obsession Lacks Character
An Indecent Obsession, by Colleen
McCullough, New York, New York,
Harper & Row, 1981, 317 pp., $13.50
hardcover.
It's true that "duty, the most indecent of all obsessions, was only
another name for love." But, the
most indecent flaw of Colleen McCullough's novel. An Indecent Obsession, is the fact that this novel
rides on the author's fame, and

The Hotel New Hampshire, by
John Irving, New York, E.P. Dutton, 1981, 401 pps, $15.50 Hardcover.
The Hotel New Hampshire wants
to be an outstanding novel. . . but
with The World According to Garp
fresh in his memory, Irving has
forced his latest work short of this
rare achievement.
Irving's style has remained static; his foreshadowing, character
development and plot situations
still echo his "writing school"
background. What Irving tries to
do in The Hotel New Hampshire,
which was almost non-existent in
Garp, is to put "the perfect novel
style" as taught to him in school,
behind him in an attempt to write
"his" novel.
Irving seems to hesitate in his
latest best-selling novel. In seeking
to be perfect it is too perfect. We
have watched the same scenes
work themselves out the same
ways before (i.e. in Garp). Yet it is
just when we think we are reading
Garp over again that Irving shows
us flashes of his philosophy—ones
which offer fascinating insight
from his outrageous perspective.
We simply wish there were more of
these insights, which excite the
reader. . . "finally something more
than a wrestling bout with autobiographical material," we sigh.
Although Hotel is written in the
first person, we find passages
which transcend the narrator, and
feel the thought of the author pour
over us. "/ was just a realist in a
family of dreamers, large and
small. . . . I knew my childhood
would never leave me, and I would
never be quite adult enough—quite
responsible enough — for the
world "
The plot weaves us through the
family's possession of three hotels
— the first in New Hampshire, the
second in Vienna, the final one,
which is the fulfillment of Win
Berry's (the narrator's father)
dreams. Dreams become Irving's
new preoccupation, and although
an interesting fixation, I find 20th
century Freudianism shallow.
Freudian situations and analysis
pervade all three Hotel New Hampshire's. The story is told by John
Berry, who is in love with his sister
Franny. Franny is gang raped and
later has a lesbian affair to help her
"understand" her rape. (Don't ask

me, ask Irving.) John's older brother
Frank is gay and lives a vicarious
existence through the dead Prince
Rudolf. He dreams of becoming a
hero and ultimately Irving makes
him one (at least to Irving). The
final major character (Freud would
have a field day with this one) is
Win Berry, who becomes blind, but
unlike Lear, Tiresius, or Oedipus,
he gains no insight into life (excepting one scene, thus creating an imbalance). There is, however, never
enough character development to
fully indulge ourselves in Irving's
Freudian perspective.
The final characters are unimportant; allowing Irving his typical
bout with perversity, violence and
death (i.e. Mrs. Berry and her
youngest son die in a plane crash,
so that Irving can change scenes;
there are two suicides; rape and
prostitution is confused for love;
and the narrator crushes a man to
death. . .). As in mainstream real-

ism, the blood is thrown all over the
page. Irving uses this violence as a
springboard; attempting to form a
Weltenchaung (world view). If a
statement will ever be made in an
Irving novel, it will grow out of
violence.
After Franny is gang raped,
Irving draws one of these insightful statements for us.
"... there's nothing worse than a
gang with an inferiority complex."
"'A what?' said Egg. No doubt
he thought that an inferiority complex was a weapon; sometimes, I
guess, it is.'"
The Hotel New Hampshire will
not be as popular as Garp, nor will
it appeal to as large an audience,
because it has depth that the mass
market will not enjoy. But the insights are what make Hotels, better
novel, and I hope for the reader's
sake that he will continue searching
for these insights.
—Car/ S. Gustafson
Editor-in-Chief

would probably not have been published if it preceded her previous
works.
Unlike The Thorn Birds and Tim,
An Indecent Obsession leaves a
reader frustrated and "obsessed"
with the author's shallow character
development. Whereas The Thorn
Birds is a more developed work on
Australian lives and loves, and Tim
is a poignant "love story" between
a mentally slow "Apollo" and a
plain spinster, An Indecent Obsession is a sensationalistic novel
about love, duty and jealousy.
The novel is set in an Australian
Commonwealth Military Force's
mental hospital during the latter
part of World War II. Ward X, (a
theater of the absurd take off), is
situated on a muggy mosquitoridden South Pacific Island.
An Indecent Obsession begins
with the arrival of a new patientSergeant Michael E. Wilson is a
man decorated with medals and an
ambiguous "subtle aimlessness."
Wilson was ordered to Ward X in
order to avoid a court-martial on
the grounds of a vengeful fight
over the death of his "homosexual"
harassed friend.
Sergeant Wilson's plastic actions
and personality attract the love of
the too good to be true middle aged
sexually frustrated over-worked
Sister Langty. Unfortunately Wilson also invokes the jealousy of his
fellow patients. Wilson disturbs the
strained equilibrium of the War
and mental patients and becomes a
catalyst for the tragedy of Ward X.
Luce Dagget is a narcissistic dangerous bisexual who is vengefully

out for "Sis"'s love and the malicious getting even of the world.
Neil Parkinson is the ward leader,
drawer, and a good ole boy type. He
is the only one who is friends with
Nurse Langtry and desires a romantic relationship after she
wishes.
Ben Maynard is a severely withdrawn, disturbed patient. Ben is
the only patient in Ward X who
needs psychological care.
The character outline may appear
interesting at first, but their trite

Colleen McCullough
dialogues and plastic actions flaw
this novel.
An Indecent Obsession almost
has a saving grace—the author's
occasional descriptive prose which
deals primarily with sense perceptions of landscapes and not of insight to the characters.
Colleen McCullough does evoke
some surprises in her strained plot:
this is not enough. To overlook the
lack of character development in
An Indecent Obsession is too much
to ask of the reader.
—Mary-Margaret Walsh
P.R. Editor

Halberstam Fouls Out in Portland

The Breaks of the Game, by
David Halberstam, New York,
Alfred A. Knopf, 362 pp.,
$00.00.
David Halberstam isn't sure
whether he wants to be a sociologist or a sports reporter in his
latest book, this one on professional basketball.
Basketball today cries out for
a sociological analysis—white
vs. black, capital vs. labor, suburbs vs. cities—but Mr. Halberstam flits awkwardly from perfunctory accounts of the games
of the Portland Trail Blazers
during 1979-80 to trenchant
analysis of the inner workings
of the sport. Most of all, the
book desperately needs a final
re-write. Repetition and redundancy are inexcusable in a writer of Mr. Halberstam's experience. Sections read like they
were composed for serialization,
Bill Walton and others are introduced twice, and major lines of
analysis are repeated without
development.
That said, The Breaks of the
Game is still an instant fix for
the basketball junkie. Mr. Hal-

berstam travelled with the Trail
Blazers for an entire season, and
gleaned enough details to make
an insider's book. His strengths
are the character portraits of
Kermit Washington and Maurice
Lucas, and his fundamental
analysis of the structure of the
sport and its relation to American society. And it's probably
no accident that black players
are brought more sympathetically alive than white ones, like
Walton. For Mr. Halberstam's
liberal credentials lead him
often to defend the outsider. He
is anti-NBA, anti-CBS, and he
loves Al McGuire.
A short section on "The
Game" introduces the central
theses of the study: the pro
game is being steadily eroded
by sudden growth, owners'
greed, television packaging, and
no-cut contracts: "What was
happening to basketball was
similar to what was happening
to a great many products in
America." Short essays on race,
medical ethics, urban sociology,
even ABC News Nightline dot
the main section, "The Season."

In this section, over 300 pages
long with no chapter divisions,
Mr. Halberstam's flawed structure wears on the reader. Although the author tries to
sound like a real fan, the games
themselves never come alive ex-

the touching dedication to the
author's brother, killed by a
burglar in 1980, "who in the last
year of his life was fond of
sneaking onto Washington,
D.C. playgrounds and attaching
brand-new nets, which he had
just bought, so that he and other
playground players could hear
their jump shots swish. .. " It's
the best writing in the book.

— Dr. Richard Regan
Dr. Richard Regan is a member
of the English Department, who
played high school basketball
and is addicted to racquetbalL

cept when they provide a lead-in
to the next thesis. The final
playoff loss is covered in less
than a page. There is no passion,
no rhapsody in the descriptions
of floor action or atmosphere.
It's not like reading Bill Russell,
or Roger Angell on baseball,
where you can Live the games.
The one moment of real
engagement with the sport is

' &Z-
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Not Caring for 'the Good Life
A Time For Caring, by Dr. George
K. Bach, Ph.D. and Laura Torbet,
(Delacourt Press, New York, 1982)
400 pages $15.95 Hardcover
Dr. Bach asserts that today's
world breeds narcissism and acquisitiveness. Our environment is
care-corrupting in that we lead
such highly competitive lives. We
are expected to know how to cook
meals, raise children, have successful careers, play tennis, entertain
guests, and negotiate business
deals... all to make us healthy,
strong, fit, rich, self-sufficient, and
able to live a better life. According
to Dr. Bach, these aforementioned
survival tactics are so competitive
in nature that they tend to pit people against one another and isolate
them rather than bringing them
closer together.
A Time for Caring is unmistakably aimed at constructive selfimprovement and creative living.
The purpose of the book is stated
by the authors as follows: "We
wish to demonstrate the power of
caring—its potential for growth
and for the enhancement of everyday life; the impact of caring—on
ourselves and those around us; the
liberating effects of caring—in
learning to take risks and live more
creatively."
A Time for Caring is written in a
lively, informal, informative, and
very readable style. Numerous case
studies from Dr. Bach's psychological practice are cited. It is literally a guidebook—a blueprint
which is both theoretical and practical—for restoring caring to our
lives.
Dr. Bach's views on sexual intimacy are particularly strong and
influential. It is his theory that,
"Without caring content, sexual
intimacy is just seduction, exploitation, manipulation, depersonalization, a cushion against loneliness, a thrill, a duty, a diversion, a
habit, a way to burn up calories."

a

.. getting laid
has replaced getting
loved.... The dream
of success has succumbed to a nightmare of getting
J»
even.
The authors of A Time for Caring
have, at best, some rather harsh
words for our society. They assert
that "getting laid has replaced getting loved, relationships between

men and women are strained by
violence, extremism, hatred and
most of all, by misunderstanding of
sex roles and gender difference,
schools have become child repositories in which education is subordinated to discipline, the dream
of success has succumbed to a
nightmare of getting even. . . " One
can't help but wonder if this is not
merely a realistic but, indeed, a pessimistic view of today's world. Dr.
Bach approaches excess with his
social criticism.
I highly recommend A Time for
Caring to all, although I feel that it
needs no recommendation. It needs
no recommendation because it has
an irresistible, universal appeal. Its

appeal is to the most fundamental
aspect of our lives, namely, our
humanity. No man is an island.
This book calls us toward a dynamic, active realization that we belong
to a group—that we are all part of
the group of humankind —and
leads us to form healthy, supportive, nurturing relationships with
one another. There is something for
everyone in A Time for Caring insofar as none of us can realistically
claim to lead flawless, imperfectible
lives.
Ed note: A Time for Caring is
scheduled for serialization in Cosmopolitan Magazine.
—Lynne Camilla
Staff Writer

RABBIT OTD.DD (MM
Rabbit is Rich, by John Updike, New York, Alfred A.
Knopf, 1981, 461 pp.
".. .he has noticed lately, in private conversation
and even on television where they're paid to talk it up,
run dry, exhaust themselves, as if everything's been
said in this hemisphere. "
Rabbit, Rabbit is Rich
And everything has been said on gas lines, Carter
jokes, Donna Summer, long distance running and the
fall of Skylab, but John Updike in his latest novel. Rabbit is Rich, insists on filling page after page of such
tired babble as an excuse for a Rabbit sequel.
John Updike has abandoned his droll insights to fall
into cardboard stereotypical content.
In the predecessors, Rabbit, Run and Rabbit Redux,
Rabbit was never carved for hero worship or the object
of adulation, but a kinship founded in the flaws of
humanity was cultured. There was sympathy, there
was warmth.
In Rabbit is Rich, the key element of sympathy is
dissolved. The reader is designed to be a disinterested
bystander, left holding the severed bond of respect
woven by the past two books.
The latest episode finds Rabbit profiting off the gas
crunch by being the owner of a Toyota dealership,
reconciled with his wife who ran off with Rabbit's top
salesman, and moving to the top of a status circle guid-

ed by his new wealth, poolside G and T's, and golf
rounds. This existence is marked by the return of his
only son, a third year college drop-out who wants a top
sales position in his father's agency, after his shotgun
marriage to a girl five months pregnant, and Rabbit's
quest to find a former lover.
The cast is filled out with a mother-in-law who is a
constant reminder that Rabbit married into the family
business, his son's girlfriends, and the traditional cast
of country club personalities. Predictable.
Too infrequent are Updike's painterly scenes, his
threads of poetic narration, and clever analogies, for
they provide the only challenge to the expected.
Between the dulling tedium of verbiage, and the lulling sway of shallow camaraderies, both the characters
and the readers are rocked to an indifferent, empty
daze.
Sadly, it is difficult to determine which party was
dealt the worse of the literary wrongs.
Rabbit and company become faceless, heartless,
dimensionless strangers driven by the obvious cliches.
And the reader is left abandoned with a bitter aftertaste. Not that of Updike's portrayal of "reality," but
the immorality of Mr. Updike to sell Rabbit and his
readers short.
—Jill Krusinski
Features Editor

Art Buchwald: Laid Back and Laughing
Laid Back in Washington, by Art both the Right to Bear Arms crowd
Buchwald, New York, G.P. Put-' and the Handgun control people at
the same time. By permitting the
nam's Sons, 1982 $12.95 Hardcover
The major topics concentrated on
sale of guns, but prohibiting the
in Laid Back in Washington are
manufacture or sale of ammunition,
politics, government, and the peryou make both sides happy.'
sonalities which highlight them.
" 'But the gun lovers will say that
Central figures who are given
there is no sense owning a firearm if
attention include Carter, Reagan,
you can't fire anything out of it'
and Kennedy. Buchwald treats the
"'Let them say it They don't
subjects of the state of the national
have a legal leg to stand on. There
economy and the automobile business among his domestic targets in
addition to oil prices, relations with
France, and the possibility of war
on the international scene.
One of the national problems addressed is the control of handguns.
In the section entitled "Ban the
Bullet" Buchwald offers the following solution to the heated problem:
"The Handgun Control lobbyists
maintain that guns kill people. The
Right to Bear Arms crowd says
that guns don't kill people—people
kill people. Both groups are wrong.
According to Arnold Crocus, a
lethal weapons expert, bullets kill
people.
"'That means,' I said, 'that the
real problem America faces is not
the plethora of handguns in this
country, nor the people who use
is nothing in the Constitution that
them, but the ammunition that is
says Americans have a right to
available to anyone who wants it'
bear bullets."
"'You got it What this tells us is
Though many of his subjects are
that it may be possible to satisfy

Rtomic Reading
The Fifth Horseman, Larry Collins,
Dominique LaPierre, Avon Books,
1981, 482 pages, $3.50 paperback
Good suspense novels have
always been with us, but they have
always remained much the same.
The Fifth Horseman adds a new
twist. It combines the usual drama
with today's nuclear technology.
Larry Collins and Dominique LaPierre have researched their topic
so well that the book reads as if it
were a totally factual account. The
United States has an atomic bomb
pointed at its head. The authors
draw brilliant parallels to the paral-

ysis that this country felt during
the Iranian hostage crisis and
Cuban missile crisis.
Armed with the secret of the
bomb, Libya President Muammar
Al-Qaddafi has plotted with the
cold calculation of a terrorist. A
three-megaton atomic bomb sits in
the middle of New York City
waiting to explode unless Qaddafi's
demands are met. His demand, simply stated, is for Israel to provide a
homeland for the Palestinian people. For this he gives the President
of the United States less than 72
hours.

serious ones, not all are treated
with humor. Buchwald recognizes
the seriousness of tragedy and discusses it with the appropriate
solemnity. In "The Stranger
Among Us" he discusses assassination in this country both the
attempted and the successful.
Laid Back in Washington lacks
some organization in its structure.
It is divided into seven parts each

Washington and all that is traditionally associated with it. He perceives it with laughing eyes. If you
agree with none of the points presented you will laugh or at least
smile to yourself when you view the
world as Buchwald does; and someone once said that as long as you
can laugh at yourself you will be
all right.
—Lisa Marie Ferraro
Staff Writer

Shadow Land, by Peter Straub,
New York, Coward, McCann &
Geoghegan, 1980, 417 pp., $12.95
hardcover, $3.95 paperback.
Shadow Land is a story full of
magic and fantasy. A children's
fairy tale? No. The magic is black
and ugly, and under the fantasies
lie surreptitious fears.
Peter Straub's tale revolves
around two boys who spend their
summer vacation in a mansion in
Vermont, learning magic from a
master of the craft. Tom and Del,
intrigued by the adventure, are
lured to the home of Del's uncle, a
magician with amazing and terrifying abilities. Their excited anticipation of a summer spent in a fantasy
land turns to fear for survival, as
they realize the insane cruelty of
Uncle Collins.
What happens to these two boys,
and to others who are unfortunate
enough to come into contact with
the evil that is Shadow Land, creates a terrifying climax. As the
inevitable denouement draws near,
the reader is submerged into a dark
and evil spell.
After Ghost Story, Shadow Land
comes as a surprise to the reader
who is familiar with Straub's previous best seller. Shadow Land's
ghosts are not vengeful spirits, but
rather ghosts of the soul. They
come from the evil in human nature
and prey upon the characters'
weaknesses. The evil comes from
within, seeping out the cracks in
the mind, and sometimes bursting
out in flames.
Straub is a true master of the
horror genre. His story telling ability is so tremendous that he has the
reader believing in magic and magicians. After the book is finished, it
is hard for one to tell what was
reality and what was merely the
creation of a vivid imagination.
—Lucia Mercurio
Creative Page Coordinator

MOTIVATION AND RISK

consisting of a series of comic
essays. Each part, however, seems
to have no central theme. In it we
are given Buchwald's perception of
The book traces a number of different perspectives on the crisis.
We see the Israeli reaction, the
response of our nuclear search
teams as well as the thoughts of
the respective presidents of the
United States and Libya.
The reader is caught by the terrifying mind-set that has trapped our
leaders. The inability to admit a
mistake, the unwillingness to swallow our pride, even for the lives of
six million people. Collins and LaPierre have disturbed us from a
semi-comatose state with a startling reality that stares at us every
day.
—Tom Call ah an
Executive Editor

Marco Polo, If You Can by William
F. Buckley, Jr., New York, Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1982, 231 pp.,
$13.95 hardcover.
A drunken Nikita Khruschev received great pleasure in repeating,
"The President gave full expression
to his displeasure," to President
Eisenhower. These words came
directly from the minutes of an
American National Security Council meeting. By telling Eisenhower,
Khruschev unknowingly informed
the President that there existed a
mole, a leak, in the CIA. It was
through this mole that Khruschev
had indirectly received his information.
Ex-CIA agent Blackford Oakes is
asked to help the agency discover
the mole. During a run over Russia,
his plane burns out. Oakes is
caught, tried, and sentenced to be
executed for espionage. Things are
definitely not going according to
plan.
Blackford Oakes is the "unruly
but devoted" figure of William
Buckley, Jr.'s newest novel, which
describes the intricate and often
conflicting feelings which motivate
people to political action. This
widely acclaimed author brings us
into the world of espionage and
politics. The book begins with the
Soviet trial of Oakes. Flashbacks
provide information about what
Oakes has been doing since we last
saw him in Stained Glass. A fast-

paced unraveling of people's
secrets are interspersed between
chapters updating the search for
the mole in the CIA.
Subtly and expertly, Buckley
guides the story to a long awaited
and complex climax. The naive
reader is brought into a world of
fascinating risk takers. Buckley is
unceasingly able to shock the reader with his unexpected unmaskings.
Marco Polo, If You Can is the
fourth of William Buckley, Jr.'s
novels. As in his previous novels,
Buckley uses Blackford Oakes as
an intelligence agent working for
the supremacy of the United States
in the Russian-American conflict.
Each of his novels is based on the
effects of CIA and KGB activities
on the Russian-American relationship. These stories cause the reader
to wonder whether or not the foreign policy conflicts we become involved with, due to these intelligence gathering agencies, are
worth the benefits they grant us.
As one suspenseful incident follows another, Buckley unsuccessfully creates another Blackford
Oakes adventure in Marco Polo, If
You Can. Despite the fictitious
nature of the storyline, it is a credit
to Buckley that he can so masterfully amuse us, and yet leave us
with serious questions about American policy.
—Lisa Marie Sosa
Staff Writer
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Rabid Monster
Stalks Castle Rock

A Flag for Sunrise, by Robert indulgence, he too ends up at the
mission. Holliwell is the main charStone, New York, Alfred A. Knopf,
acter of the novel, and it is around
1981, $13.95.
him that the book's brutal climax
A Flag for Sunrise is Robert
Stone's third novel in fourteen revolves.
Each of the characters is searchyears. His earlier efforts, A Hall of
ing for something that will give
Mirrors (1967), and Dog Soldiers
(1975), garnered both critical ac- meaning to their lives, but all they
claim and popular success. Stone is find is terror and violence. If the
one of the few serious contempo- novel has a weakness, it can be
rary novelists who can earn both found in the characters that Stone
praise from the critical establish- has created. At times they become
ment and royalties from the Book- almost caricatures of the burnt out
cases they are meant to represent.
of-the-Month Club and Hollywood.
Like his previous novels, A Flag Stone does not linger over them.
for Sunrise can be read simply as a His narrative pushes the characthriller. On that level, it succeeds ters forward, moving quickly and
quite well. But Stone's ambitions ruthlessly, just like the revolution
go beyond this. In the midst of a they are hopelessly involved in.
Another problem is that Stone
finely crafted, suspenseful plot, he
is able to express ideas that are as has a tendency to overwrite. The
brutal and direct as the actions he effect can be both unnerving and
pretentious. But generally, Stone's
depicts.
The novel is set in the fictional style is lean and tough, built upon
Central American country of short but dramatic scenes.
One scene in particular underTecan, which is on the verge of revolution. In this setting, Stone com- scores both the power of his writing
bines three distinct plots which and the theme of the novel. To
eventually unite in an explosive, relax, Holliwell goes scuba diving
bloody climax. The first one centers off a coral reef. True to his nature,
around a Catholic mission on the he goes down too deep and he is
coast of Tecan. The last remaining seized by a paralyzing sense of fear.
priest, Father Egan, is slowly Holliwell has "no business being
degenerating into an alcoholic haze, down there," just as he has no busipreaching his gospel to drug addled ness being in Tecan. The result of
the interference of both Holliwell
hippies.
The second story concerns a and the United States is tragedy
drifter of uncertain racial origins and senseless violence.
Reading A Flag for Sunrise is a
named Pablo Tabor. Having deserted the Coast Guard, he finds him- thrilling, but ultimately disturbing "
self working on a shrimp boat own- experience. The world of Robert
ed by a sophisticated American Stone is dominated by obsessions
couple seeking thrills and money and terror, filled with hate, pararunning guns to Tecan. Eventually, noia, and murder. There is little
I room for either love or trust. Withhe ends up at the mission.
In a neighboring country, Frank in these boundaries, Stone has
Holliwell, a professor of anthro- fashioned a stark, powerful novel.
pology, is giving, a drunken lecture Despite its flaws, it is a substantial
on the United States. Through a achievement.
combination of boredom and self- —Peter Curtin

Cujo, by Stephen King, New York, The Viking story filled with fear King's dominant preoccupation. His spellbinding style grabs the reader and
Press, 1981, 319pp., $13.95.
Castle Rock, the small Maine village evoked so does not let go even after the book has been closed.
vividly in The Dead Zone is the setting for Stephen The terror that he evokes imprints itself upon one's
King's newest novel Cujo. The quiet town of Castle mind and increases when the lights go out. ..
One such passage from Cujo is a scene which
Rock was terrorized back in 1975. In the summer of
1980, a monster returns, haunting the bedroom of occurs in Tad's bedroom. The first night the monfour-year-old Tad Trenton and viciously murdering ster comes to him. . .
"It crouched where it had crouched before. It
Castle Rock's unlucky and unsuspecting inhabitants.
grinned at him, and its huge
The form of this monster is
shoulders bulked above its
one you would not expect. It is
cocked head, and its eyes
not a ghost or a vampire, but a
glowed amber, alive with stupid
two-hundred-pound rabid Saint
cunning.. . . 'I'll come back
Bernard.
every night now, I think, and
The nightmare begins when
every night I'll come a little
on a hot, summer day, Cujo
closer to your bed. . . and a little
chases a rabbit into a hidden
closer. . . until one night, before
cave. His large body does not fit
you can scream for them, you'll
into the small opening; he gets
hear something growling, somestuck at the shoulders. Cujo
thing growling right beside you,
remains there long enough
Tad it'll be me, and I'll pounce,
though, to receive bites from
and then I'll eat you and you'll
rabid bats who had made the
be in me.'"
cave their home.
If this short passage has left
As Cujo's sickness spreads
you with an uneasy feeling in
through his nervous system, a
your stomach, if it made you
once loving and obedient family
stop and tell yourself 'it's only a
pet is transformed into a killer.
book,' then Stephen King has
Cujo's rampage destroys the
peace of the countryside, at least the outward accomplished his aim. From this first chapter, the
reader is caught in King's horrifying web of terror.
appearance of tranquillity in Castle Rock.
There is much distress and discord though, with- He has cast his spell and the only thing the reader
in the microcosm of the town. The Trenton family, can do is allow this magic to work upon him.
new to Maine, is trying to deal with problems of its —Lucia Mercurio
Creative Page Coordinator
own. Vic and Donna Trenton's marriage is crumbling
along with Vic's business accounts.
These occurrences, combined with the rabid Saint Stephen King is the author of six novels, one colBernard bring Cujo to a terrifying climax. Fateful lection of short stories, and one work of non-ficcoincidences carry the Trenton family towards a tion. He resides in Maine in a Victorian house.
"Some of (his) friends are convinced that It is
final and horrifying conflict with Cujo.
Like Stephen King's other six novels, Cujo is a haunted." (from Cujo, N.Y., Viking Press, 1981).
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* + The Breaks of the Game
by David Halberstam
An insightful book on the relationship between corporate America and professional basketball.
Halberstam is better on sociological issues like race relations and
urban life than he is on the poetry
of the game, but his portraits of
individual players are sensitive and
probing.
—Dr. Richard Began

* Christgau's Record Guide
by Robert Christgau
Robert Christgau, the music editor of The Village Voice has compiled fifteen years of record reviews
into a book called Christgau's Record Guide. He himself admits that
"critics. . . perceive music differently from ordinary fans," which
means that ordinary fans who read
the book will have no problems.
However, I recommend the guide,
keeping in mind the fact that you
need not, and in most cases should
not, accept Christgau's opinion.
—Marlene Mockaiis
Staff Writer

Saint Bernard. King's graphic description and powerful style leave
the reader breathless and stunned.
Buy it, read it, if you relish a novel
that plays upon your pressure
points and refuses to let go.
—Lucia Mercurio
Creative Page Coordinator
• • The Fifth Horseman
by Larry Collins &
Dominique LaPierre
The Fifth Horseman makes up in
suspense and shocking reality what
it may lack in literary greatness.
The authors have managed to convey a sense of authenticity to this
work of fiction.
It is interesting and somewhat
disturbing to note the probable
reactions of the leaders of the world
to the threat of nuclear devastation.
The Fifth Horseman serves as a
documentation of future crises if
we do not change our present attitudes.
—Tom Callahan
Executive Editor

•k * A Flag for Sunrise
by Robert Stone
A tale of murder and betrayal set
in a Central American country.
Four Americans find themselves
caught up in a revolution, and each
other's lives. Robert Stone's new
novel, A Flag for Sunrise, is a
thriller of both actions and ideas. It
is a fine achievement by one of
America's best young novelists.

* • • The Cinderella Complex
by Colette Dowling
Colette Dowling's The Cinderella
Complex explores women's hidden
fear of independence. The author
emphasizes that even women who
appear to be successful and secure
in their professions yearn for emotional security from a male com—Peter Curtin
panion. Ms. Dowling does this by
using the metaphor of the fairy
tale, "Cinderella"—women wish to
0 An Indecent Obsession
be saved from real world responsiby Colleen McCullough
bilities, as they await rescuing from
Quite unlike her previous novels.
a Prince Charming. The Cinderella
Complex is well-researched, inter- The Thorn Birds and Tim, Colleen
esting reading, and a necessity for McCullough's new work deals with
mental patients in an Australian
every struggling modern female.
Force's hospital at the end of World
—Kathleen E. O'Gorman
Arts and Entertainment Editor . War II. An Indecent Obsession has
serious structural flaws which
disappointed this reader. Good
* * * Cujo airplane reading when Omni looks
by Stephen King boring and you have no other
Cujo is a gripping and fast paced reading material
-MaryMMgeret Hfe/sft
nevel centering on the vicious murP.ft.Ed4tor
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* * Laid Back in Washington
by Art Buchwald
Art Buchwald's Laid Back in
Washington is a satire on the
bureaucracy and high society of
our federal government. He gives
an amusing perspective of the government, politics, and economy
running rampant in Washington.
—Lisa Marie Ferraro
Staff Writer

• • Marco Polo, If You Can
by William F. Buckley, Jr.
A fast paced storyline rapidly
brings the reader into the fascinating world of espionage. Caught up
in this fictitious world, we ignore
its possible implications. It is only
when we are abruptly brought face
to face with familiar incidents and
names from American politics that
we realize the seriousness and the
enormity of what Buckley sees as
the "problem."
Audience: any age group with an
interest in spy novels and/or politics.
Reason: gives insight to workings
of intelligence agencies and their
influence on American politics.
—Lisa Sosa
Staff Writer
* • • The Meanings of Modern Art
by John Russell
Studying the modern artist from
Renoir to de Kooning is the structure of John Russell's book. The
Meanings of Modem Art. The author emphasizes fine art's role in
history and how it has represented
new ideas that have been offered
throughout the modern era. Russell
also treats the issue of anti-art
spawning from avant-gardism with
caution. The book is designed for
readers with a background in modern art and does not serve as an introduction to the period.
—Dr. Philip Ellasoph

* * Shadow Land
by Peter Straub
Black magic and evil fantasies
run through the core of Shadow
Land Two boys who spend their
jumroer vacation with aa evil magi-

cian find themselves in a labyrinth
of terror. Shadow Land is a must
for those who are intrigued by a
fantastical and overwhelming story.
If you have read other Straub novels, you will not be disappointed; if
you have not, Shadow Land can be
your point of departure on a voyage of horror.
—Lucia Mercurio
Creative Page Coordinator

* Solo
by Jack Higgins
Solo is a thoroughly interesting
novel that grabs the reader's attention from the first few pages. The
world of conspiracy and intrigue
and the inevitable pursuit by the
authorities keeps the reader's interest throughout the novel and when
it reaches the exciting climax.
Good escapist reading for a Saturday afternoon.
—Mark O'Connor
Staff Writer

• • A Time For Caring
by Dr. George K. Bach
and Laura Torbet
If you have any spare time at all,
by all means read or skim A Time
For Caring. It is a book with irresistible, universal appeal from
which everyone can benefit. Its
basic thrust is "How to Enrich
Your Life Through An Interest and
Pleasure in Others." Time spent
reading this book will not be time
wasted.
—Lynne Camillo
Staff Writer

• Rabbit is Rich
by John Updike
Rabbit is Rich is merely a tired
eulogy to past trends, fads and
shallow plot, rather than an indepth portrait of the middle-aged
Rabbit that is expected after John
Updike endeared the character to
his fans in previous novels.
To truly experience the talent of
Mr. Updike, read Rabbit, Run, Rabbit Redux, or his New Yorker short
stories; for this work surely is not a
showcase for his greatness.
—Jill Krusinski

Editor

* What Color Is Your Parachute?
by Richard Nelson Bolles
What Color Is Your Parachute?
by Richard Nelson Bolles is selfdefined as "a practical manual for
job-hunters and career changers."
Although the book is informative
and well-researched, its worth is
clouded by a juvenile writing style
that attempts to make light of a
serious subject. The book is geared
more towards high school students
and mid-life career changers, and
not beneficial for a college student
who already has a general career
path in mind.
—Kathleen E. O'Gorman
Arts and Entertainment Editor

* * Witness to Power
by John Ehrlichman
Like other Watergate related
tracts, John Ehrlichman tries to
portray himself in the best light
possible by not remembering, admitting or discussing certain events
that would destroy one's self-image.
Ehrlichman admits some mistakes
of judgment but as for his cohorts,
he sees many of them as clearly
dangerous and evil people.
Witness to Power demonstrates
that the whole Watergate paranoia
about security leaks was from none
other than Henry Kissinger. Somewhat less than the "perfect" profile? Yes. . . and the surprise is
exactly the point.
—Dr. John Orman

* -k The Hotel New Hampshire
by John Irving
The Hotel New Hampshire follows in situation and character
development all that was good and
bad in The World According to
Garp. It is strong in its perspective
and imagination and yet weak in its
dependency on "writing school"
style.
In Hotel Irving is finding his
voice and leaving his rigid, and
overly "clean and neat" style
behind.
If you are looking for The World
According to Garp Part II, you
won't find it here . . but if you
would like to read the best that this
aspiring author has to demonstrate
—read The Hotel New Hampshire.
—Carl S. Gustafto*
EdHor4n-Ch**1

